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STRUCTURED ABSTRACT
Authors
Kate Bowers, Shane Johnson, Rob T. Guerette, Lucia Summers and Suzanne Poynton
Title
Spatial displacement and diffusion of benefits among geographically focused policing initiatives
Background
One of the most common criticisms of spatially focused policing efforts (such as ProblemOriented Policing, police ‗crackdowns‘ or hotspots policing) is that crime will simply relocate to
other times and places since the ―root causes‖ of crime were not addressed. This phenomenon—
called crime displacement—has important implications for many policing projects. By far,
spatial displacement (movement of crime from a treatment area to an area nearby) is the form
most commonly recognized. At the extreme, widespread displacement stands to undermine the
effects of geographically focused policing actions. More often, however, research suggests that
crime displacement is rarely total. On the other end of the displacement continuum is the
phenomenon of ‗diffusion of crime control benefits‘ (a term coined by Ron Clarke and David
Weisburd in 1994). Diffusion occurs when reductions of crime (or other improvements) are
achieved in areas that are close to crime prevention interventions, even though those areas were
not actually targeted by the intervention itself.
Objectives
To synthesize the evidence concerning the degree to which geographically focused policing
initiatives are related to spatial displacement of crime or diffusion of the crime control benefits.
Search Strategy
A number of search strategies were used to retrieve relevant studies. First, we undertook a
keyword search of electronic abstract databases. Second, we searched bibliographies of existing
displacement reviews and reviews of the effectiveness of focused policing initiatives. Third, we
did forward searches for works that had cited key displacement publications. Fourth, we
reviewed research reports of professional research and policing organizations. Fifth, we
undertook a hand search of pertinent journals and publications. Finally, once these searches were
all completed we emailed a list of the studies that we had assessed as meeting (and a separate list
of those not meeting) our criteria to a number of key scholars with knowledge of the area to
identify any further studies we might have missed.
Selection Criteria
Eligible studies met the following criteria; (1) they evaluated a policing initiative; (2) this
initiative was geographically focused to a local area; (3) the evaluation included a quantitative
measure of crime for both a ‗treatment‘ area and a displacement/diffusion ‗catchment‘ area. This
needed to be available for both a pre- and a post- (or during-) intervention period. Other criteria
specified that the study was written in English and that it reported original research findings. The
studies could have been conducted at any point in time and at any location. Both published and
unpublished studies were included.
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Data Collection and Analysis
For all of our 44 eligible studies, we produced a narrative review and a summary of the author‘s
findings, concerning the effectiveness of the policing initiative and any displacement or diffusion
observed. For the 16 studies for which we were able to gain pre and post measures of crime for
each of a minimum of three area types (a treatment, control and catchment area) we produced
odds ratio effect sizes which were used in a meta-analysis. For the meta-analysis we reported the
mean effect size for both the treatment areas and the catchment areas. This summarized the
effectiveness of the policing interventions and the displacement/diffusion effect respectively.
Because a number of studies had more than one primary outcome, we reported the largest effect
and the smallest effect in each case. We also performed permutation tests using combinations in
which one primary outcome was chosen from each study. Other tests assessed the effects of
study design, intervention type, size of intervention and publication bias. A further quantitative
analysis of these 16 studies summarised the mean Weighted Displacement Quotient (WDQ) a
measure developed in earlier work by two of the study authors. Finally, a proportional change
analysis looked at increases and decreases in crime in treatment and catchment areas for the 36
studies for which count data were available. This analysis did not require data to be available for
a control area.
Main Results
The main findings of the meta-analysis suggested that on average geographically focused
policing initiatives for which data were available were (1) associated with significant reductions
in crime and disorder and that (2) overall, changes in catchment areas were non-significant but
there was a trend in favour of a diffusion of benefit.
For the weighted displacement quotient analyses, the weight of the evidence suggests that where
changes are observed in catchment areas that exceed those that might be expected in the absence
of intervention, a diffusion of crime control benefit rather than displacement appears to be the
more likely outcome.
The results of the proportional change analysis suggest that the majority of eligible studies
experienced a decrease in crime in the treatment area indicating possible success of the scheme.
The majority also experience a decrease in the catchment areas suggesting the possibility of a
diffusion of benefit. These findings, which could not be statistically tested, are consistent with all
others reported here, and with those from the narrative review.
Conclusions
In summary the message from this review is a positive one to those involved in the sort of
operational policing initiatives considered, the main point being that displacement is far from
inevitable as a result of such endeavor, and, in fact that the opposite, a diffusion of crime control
benefits appears to be the more likely consequence.
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1. Background4
One of the most common criticisms of focused policing efforts is that crime will simply
relocate to other times and places since the ―root causes‖ of crime were not addressed or because
offenders may remain on the streets after certain crime opportunities are reduced. This
phenomenon—called crime displacement—has important implications for many policing
projects. By far spatial displacement is the form most commonly recognized (Eck, 1993), though
the other five are also frequently acknowledged by those studying crime prevention. Formally,
the six possible forms of displacement include: temporal (offenders change the time at which
they commit crime), spatial (offenders switch from targets in one location to targets in another
location), target (offenders change from one type of target to another target type), tactical
(offenders alter the methods used to carry out crime), offense (offenders switch from one form of
crime to another), and offender5 (new offenders replace old offenders who have been removed or
who have desisted from crime).6 At the extreme, widespread displacement stands to undermine
the effects of geographically focused policing actions. More often, however, emerging research
suggests that crime displacement is rarely total. On the other end of the displacement continuum
is the phenomenon of diffusion of crime control benefits (Clarke and Weisburd, 1994). Crime
diffusion is the reverse of displacement and its occurrence has been documented in several crime
prevention evaluations (Bowers and Johnson, 2003; Chaiken, Lawless, and Stevenson, 1974;
Green, 1995; Miethe, 1991; Weisburd et al., 2006; Weisburd and Green, 1995). Diffusion occurs
when reductions of crime (or other improvements) are achieved in areas that are close to crime
prevention interventions, even though those areas were not actually targeted by the intervention
itself (Clarke and Weisburd, 1994). This feature of crime prevention activity has been referred to
in a variety of ways including the ―bonus effect,‖ the ―halo effect,‖ the ―free-rider effect,‖ and
the ―multiplier effect.‖ In cases where any degree of diffusion is observed the benefit of any
treatment effects experienced in the targeted area are amplified since improvements were gained
without expending resources in those areas. While there have been some noted experiments on
the extent of displacement and diffusion following focused policing efforts which suggests this is
the case, a systematic appraisal of all the available evidence on this topic remains missing.
Overall, displacement is viewed as a negative consequence of crime prevention efforts,
but even when displacement does occur it can still provide some benefit. For example, the
volume of crime shifted could be less. A treatment area may experience a reduction of 100
crimes post intervention, whereas the displacement of crime may only result in an increase in the
adjacent area of (say) 50 crimes post intervention. Thus, a net reduction of 50 crimes would still
be achieved. Further, Barr and Pease (1990) contend that crime dislocation from more serious to
less serious types of crime (such as the shift from robbery to petty thefts) is in effect ―benign‖
since it produces less harm.7
Benign displacement could occur in several ways: i) The redistribution of concentrated
4

This section was adapted from Guerette and Bowers (2009).
Though offender displacement is often mentioned as a sixth type it is more accurate to describe this as offender
replacement since it entails new offenders taking the place of other offenders who have been arrested or who have
desisted from crime. Thus, it is not a form of displacement, which is a term reserved for changes that original
offenders make so they can continue to offend when faced with reduced opportunities.
6
For more on this see Reppetto (1976).
7
The first to note this was Brantingham (1986) where she writes, ―Displacement is always a possibility, and while
the displacement of crime through a planning intervention has target-specific value, it has no overall value unless it
takes the form of displacement from more serious forms of criminal behavior to a less serious form.‖
5
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crime across a bigger pool of victims (i.e. relocating victimization from a small group of repeat
victims to a larger pool of victims, as noted by Barr and Pease, 1990); ii) The transference of
crime away from more vulnerable groups of the population (e.g. children and the elderly); iii)
The relocation of crime to places where the community impact is less harmful. This could take
two forms: a) the relocation of a street drug or prostitution market from a residential area to a
remote area would produce less community harm, such as fear of crime or less residential and
business decay; and b) the dispersion of the same volume of crime to a larger area where the
harm is less concentrated. In short, ‗benign‘ displacement could occur when the displacement is
of lower volume, results in less harm, or is less severe.
Not all displacement is benign and at times it can lead to more harmful consequences.
This occurs when there is a shift to more serious offenses or to offenses which have more serious
consequences (Barr and Pease, 1990). Referred to as ―malign‖ displacement, it would
conceivably involve any situation where the relocation of crime made matters worse. This could
be an increase in the volume of crime at the relocated area, the concentration of crime to a
smaller group of victims, the relocation of crime to places where it has greater impact on the
community, or the relocation of crime to more vulnerable groups of the population. Only when
the benefits of any crime prevention initiative achieved are outweighed by the harm and/or
volume of displaced crime can the prevention effort be found ineffective.
Much of the discourse surrounding whether displacement will or will not occur stems
from divergent theoretical views of criminality but exactly how these theories apply to
displacement is open to some interpretation. A common reading is that deterministic theories
which view crime behavior as a result of influences such as unemployment, sub-cultural values,
strained economic opportunities, etc., predict that blocking crime opportunities through
situational alterations will inevitably lead offenders to seek out other crime opportunities (Clarke
and Eck, 2005; Eck, 1993; Weisburd, et al. 2006). This is because criminal propensities are
viewed as ongoing and undetermined by situational characteristics. Thus, in part, displacement
would have to occur if deterministic theories of crime are correct.8
Rational choice theory, in contrast, views criminal behavior as a product of choices and
decisions made by the offender (Cornish and Clarke, 1986) which are largely influenced by
existing opportunities for crime. This view does not see offenders as driven to commit crime, but
rather as deciding to carry out crime as a way of satisfying some need or want. In this, a
calculation of the expected effort, risk, and rewards involved in conducting crime is performed.
Because these choices are derived from offender perceptions of the situational landscape, crime
prevention efforts to block opportunities are expected to deter crime. From this perspective,
displacement is less likely to occur in so far as the relative rewards are offset by the effort and/or
risk involved for other crime places, times, targets, offenses, or tactics. Offender perceptions as
to whether to displace their crime behavior will be shaped by the variety of ―choice structuring
properties‖ across crime type, time and place (Cornish and Clarke, 1986).
The rational choice perspective, then, provides an explanation for both the presence and
absence of displacement. Offenders will only displace their crime behavior when the risks and
8

Another interpretation of deterministic theories, however, might contend that because offenders maintain some
deep seated compulsion to commit crime they would be insensitive to the implementation of crime prevention
schemes and would continue to offend in those areas targeted until incapacitated. Thus, displacement would not be
predicted under this interpretation since offenders would be viewed as not possessing the capacity to make reasoned
decisions as to when and where to offend in order to escape detection. However, this understanding may be overly
reductionist since even committed dispositional theorists would recognize that situations play some part in crime,
even if minor (for instance, see Sutherland, 1947, as noted by Weisburd et al., 2006:552).
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effort of committing new crimes are worth the reward (Cornish and Clarke, 1986). Another
aspect to consider under the rational choice perspective is that when crime opportunities are
closed down other crime is not the only choice available for offenders to meet their needs.
Blocking of crime opportunities makes satisfying individual needs through legitimate activities
more appealing. For instance, a qualitative study of street prostitutes in Jersey City, New Jersey
revealed that following a focused police crackdown on a prostitution market, some prostitutes
gave up the trade altogether (see Brisgone, 2004). Similarly, Mathews (1990) found that many
prostitutes engaged in the trade since it was an easy way to make money but gave up prostituting
following street closures and a policing crackdown in Finsbury Park, London, which appeared to
offset the ratio between the effort, risk and reward of engaging in sex acts in exchange for
money.
Routine activity theory (Cohen and Felson, 1979) gives more insight into the nature of
crime opportunity and also helps to understand whether displacement will occur. This theory
holds that crime occurs when a suitable target and a motivated offender converge in space and
time in the absence of a capable guardian. For example, a shop theft might occur where there are
valuable goods on display (a suitable target); a known shoplifter (a motivated offender) and no
security guard (the absence of a capable guardian against the theft). It is logical that
displacement may occur in the aftermath of a situational intervention (i.e. preventing crime
opportunity in a specific location) where there are other convergences of these three elements
(i.e. where other suitable/substitutive crime opportunities are plentiful) but will not occur where
one or more of these elements is missing.
The extent to which crime opportunity is constant has implications not only for
understanding displacement but also for thinking about crime and its prevention more generally.
Early criminological thinking, for instance, viewed opportunities for crime as infinitely
numerous which meant that the idea of crime prevention through opportunity reduction was
impractical (see Clarke and Felson, 1993; Weisburd et al. 2006:552). Instead, altering criminal
dispositions was viewed to be a more promising approach to preventing crime. Later research
which focused on understanding crime (i.e. the event) as opposed to criminality (i.e. the
disposition of the offender) was at least partly energized by the notorious Martinson (1974)
report, which harnessed the fields thinking about crime reduction through rehabilitation. Recent
studies suggest that crime opportunity is not constant but rather has been shown to cluster in time
and place (Brantingham and Brantingham, 1981; Sherman, Gartin, and Buerger, 1989), among
victims (Pease, 1998) and among facilities (Eck, Clarke, and Guerette, 2007). If crime
opportunity is infinitely continuous as originally thought, then displacement should occur at very
high levels following situational alterations at existing crime places. If, however, there is
discontinuity of crime opportunity then displacement should be constrained.
The rational choice perspective also explains the occurrence of diffusion of benefits. Two
processes have been identified related to diffusion: deterrence and discouragement (Clarke and
Weisburd, 1994). As a prevention program in one area becomes known, offenders‘ uncertainty
about the extent of the increased risk (deterrence) is coupled with the exaggerated perception that
the rewards of particular crimes are no longer proportionate with the associated effort
(discouragement). Using these derivatives of the rational choice perspective gives explanation as
to why diffusion has been observed in places near treatment areas.
It is important to note that firstly it is entirely possible that displacement and diffusion of
benefit may co-exist such that the problem worsens in some places and improves in others.
Secondly, it is possible (and probably likely) that diffusion and displacement are directional in
12

nature (for example, there may be a drift in crime in one direction but not others). Unfortunately,
the consideration of such patterns is rarely addressed in the research literature. Instead general
overall changes in non-directional displacement catchment areas surrounding a treatment area
are most commonly reported.
Prior reviews assessing displacement and diffusion
The most encompassing type of displacement research are literature reviews of empirical
studies reporting on displacement, yet until recently there had only been three (Barr and Pease,
1990; Eck, 1993; and Hesseling, 1994) and there had not been any published systematic reviews
of diffusion of benefits (Weisburd et al., 2006).9 Results from each of the early displacement
reviews were largely consistent in finding that displacement was often not observed and in cases
where it was, it tended to be less than the gains achieved by the intervention. Of the 33 studies
reviewed by Eck (1993), 91 percent found no or little displacement (e.g. displacement less than
the treatment gain) and only three (9%) reported a substantial amount. Similarly, Hesseling
(1994) found that 40 percent of the 55 studies reviewed reported no displacement at all, and of
these 6 reported diffusion of benefits. Finally, Barr and Pease (1990) took a different approach
using a selective review of various crime topics and noted that sometimes, even in the minority
event of total displacement, a redistribution of crime still achieved a desirable social gain.
Despite these mostly consistent findings, these early reviews of displacement research
were limited in several ways. First, they were based on a small number of studies available for
review at the respective time. In the sixteen years since the last review many more studies have
been produced, notably as a byproduct of the increasing popularity that geographically focused
prevention efforts have garnered. Second, all of the reviews were descriptive in their method and
gave summary statistics of whether the authors reported displacement or diffusion, with no
validity checking or further statistical analysis. This was mostly due to the lack of data provided
by individual study authors which precluded more definitive determinations of displacement
levels. In many cases, the reviewer was limited by the authors‘ reporting of whether
displacement was or was not observed prima fascia. Third, even when sufficient data was
reported available statistical methods allowing for more reliable empirical determinations of the
extent of displacement (e.g. determinations of overall treatment effects while taking into account
displacement and diffusion effects) have only recently been developed (Bowers and Johnson,
2003; Clarke and Eck, 2005).
Recently, a review of displacement and diffusion effects among situational crime
prevention (SCP) initiatives sought to overcome these limitations (Guerette and Bowers, 2009).
That review examined 102 evaluations of situational focused crime prevention projects in an
effort to determine the extent to which crime displacement was observed. It was found that of the
102 studies which examined (or allowed for examination of) displacement and diffusion effects
there were 574 observations; that is, some studies reported results for more than one treatment
and displacement catchment area and/or more than one crime type. Of those observations,
displacement was observed in 26 percent. The opposite of displacement, diffusion of benefit, was
observed in 27 percent of the observations. Moreover, analysis of 13 studies which allowed for
assessment of overall outcomes of the prevention project while taking into account spatial
displacement and diffusion effects revealed that when spatial displacement did occur it tended to
9

One caveat is that Hesseling (1994) did report on observed diffusion effects in 6 of the 55 studies reviewed as
reported herein.
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be less than the treatment effect, suggesting that the intervention was still beneficial. That study,
however, focused exclusively on situational crime prevention initiatives and did not assess the
extent of displacement and diffusion among focused policing interventions.
For clarity, the distinction between these two types of crime control strategies is as
follows: Situational crime prevention (SCP) measures are those that focus on reducing
opportunities for crime through alteration of the host environment. This broadly entails any
technique that serves to increase the risk and/or effort associated with committing a given crime
as well as ways of reducing the rewards, excuses, and provocations for offending. Some
examples include target hardening (e.g. improving locks or installing a burglar alarm), improving
surveillance (e,g. CCTV or Neighbourhood Watch schemes), increasing awareness (e.g.
publicity or mass media campaigns), and controlling access (e.g. street closures, identity
permitted access, barricades). A couple of examples of reward reduction include graffiti removal
programs, and cash removal strategies. Removal of excuses or provocations include posting
signs or separating opposing supporters at football matches. For more on the techniques of SCP
see http://www.popcenter.org/25techniques/. In turn, geographically focused policing
interventions, which we examine here, center on the strategic use of police officers at known
crime locations, usually resulting in highly visible and highly active officers targeting specific
crimes and/or offenders. The implementation of focused policing initiatives can be guided by a
variety of policing models, such as problem-oriented policing, broken windows, intelligence led,
hot-spots policing, or a more traditional police crackdown. We elaborate on these in more detail
in a following section.
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2. Objectives
The purpose of this systematic review is to determine the empirical extent of
geographical displacement and diffusion of benefits among focused policing interventions. It
assesses the magnitude of any displacement or diffusion observed in relation to any crime
reduction successes achieved by the intervention. In doing so, it seeks to compliment the review
on displacement and diffusion effects among situational interventions (Guerette and Bowers,
2009) to more completely understand the prevalence and nature of geographical displacement
and diffusion. Thus, we ask: To what extent does displacement and diffusion occur in the
aftermath of focused policing efforts? Does it vary by the scale of the treatment? Does it vary
by the type of focused policing effort employed? Does it vary across different types of location?

3. Methods
This review was guided by search strategy procedures used in two other previous
Campbell reviews conducted on the effectiveness of problem-oriented policing (Weisburd,
Telep, Hinkle and Eck 2008) and the effects of hot-spots policing on crime (Braga, 2007) as well
as those used in a recent review of displacement and diffusion effects among situational crime
prevention evaluations (Guerette and Bowers, 2009).
3.1 Criteria for inclusion and exclusion of studies in review
To be included in the review the following conditions had to be satisfied:
1. The study must have evaluated a focused policing intervention which entailed one of
the following:
1. Hotspot policing/ directed patrol
2. Police crackdown
3. Problem-oriented/ Intelligence-led policing project
4. Community policing intervention
5. Broken windows/ Compstat approaches
6. Civil injunctions/ civil remedy
7. Police-led environmental improvement
To establish a problem-oriented policing project we use the operational definition used by
Weisburd et al. (2008) which is an intervention that adheres to the SARA process and
―involve[s] the identification of a problem believed to be related to crime and/or disorder
outcomes, the development and administration of a response specifically tailored to this
problem and an assessment of the effects of the response on a crime or disorder
outcome.‖ (Weisburd et al 2008: p. 10)
2. The evaluation used some quantitative measure of crime and/or disorder;
3. The article reported original research findings. Systematic reviews or other metaanalyses of prevention projects themselves were not included, though articles which
reported on several case studies were included. In cases where the same project was
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4.

5.
6.
7.

reported in two different publications (e.g. in a government report and in a journal
article), only the manuscript with the most detailed information was included;
The intervention was geographically focused to a local area. Here ‗local‘ meant a
specifically defined area that is smaller than a city or a region. Examples included
census blocks, police areas (e.g. zones, beats, divisions or precincts), housing estates,
districts, suburbs, block areas, series of roads, neighbourhoods or hotspots. Hence,
policing interventions that were implemented on a large scale or jurisdiction wide
were not included;
The study could have been conducted at any point in time (i.e. there was no time
frame for inclusion);
The study could have been conducted in any location (i.e. there were no geographic
limitations for inclusion)10; and
The study was either published or unpublished. Both were included for review.
Unpublished studies included looking through dissertations and theses; and also those
obtained by directly asking experts in the field to nominate any studies that had been
missed by the more formal searches (see below).

3.2 Search strategy for identification of relevant studies
The retrieval of relevant studies included various search strategies, as follows:
1. A keyword search of electronic abstract databases (see lists of keywords and databases
below).
2. A review of bibliographies of existing displacement reviews (i.e. Barr and Pease,
1990; Eck, 1993; Hesseling, 1994; Guerette and Bowers, 2009) and reviews of the
effectiveness of focused policing initiatives (e.g. Braga, 2007; Mazerolle et al., 2007
Weisburd et al., 2008).
3. Forward searches for works that have cited key displacement publications, to include
the displacement reviews listed above as well as Bowers and Johnson (2003), Clarke
(1994), Clarke and Weisburd (1994) and Weisburd et al. (2006).
4. A review of research reports of professional research and policing organizations (see
list below).
5. A hand search of pertinent journals and publications. These were The Security Journal;
Crime Prevention and Community Safety: An International Journal; Crime Prevention
Studies; Crime-prevention reports from the Home Office and the Australian Institute
of Criminology (AIC) and Police Quarterly11
These searches were carried out between December 2009 and January 2010. Therefore, this
review only covers manuscripts that were published (or made available) up until this date. Each
manuscript was checked in relation to the inclusion/exclusion criteria. A list of those manuscripts
meeting the criteria was compiled and sent to leading policing scholars in the field, as the sixth

10

Note that in this case all the studies that were found meeting the criteria were written in English.
These publications were chosen because these journals in particular frequently publish evaluations of crime
prevention interventions. Evaluation studies are sent to these locations as they are seen as the more applied journals
in the field. The Home Office and the AIC do not have particularly comprehensive search engines.
11
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and final stage of the literature search. These scholars were defined as those particularly
knowledgeable in displacement and diffusion studies and/or POP and hot-spots policing.
The full texts of the works shortlisted were obtained from (in order of preference):
1. Electronic copies at Florida International University (FIU) and University College
London (UCL; as well as other electronic works accessible through other universities
as part of a consortium, e.g. University of London Senate House Library).
2. Paper copies at Florida International University and University College London (as
well as other electronic works accessible through other universities as part of a
consortium, e.g. M25 consortium).
3. Electronic/paper copies requested through UCL‘s Inter Library Loan (ILL) system,
which sources most materials from the British Library.
4. Electronic/paper copies requested from the authors themselves.

Where the full text versions of the works collated did not contain all the information required in
the coding form, authors were contacted directly.
The search was conducted at an international level and covered all years for which the resources
were available. The following databases were searched for relevant studies:
1. Criminal Justice Periodicals
2. Criminal Justice Abstracts
3. Criminology: A SAGE Full Text Collection
4. National Criminal Justice Reference Services (NCJRS) Abstracts
5. HeinOnline
6. JSTOR
7. Sociological Abstracts
8. Social Sciences Full Text
9. Social Science Citation Index
10. PsycINFO
11. Dissertations and Theses
12. Electronic Theses Online Service (ETHOS)
13. Index to Theses
14. Australian Digital Theses Program
15. Government Publications Office, Monthly Catalog (GPO Monthly)
16. Australian Institute of Criminology – CINCH Database
17. National Improvement Policing Agency (NPIA)
18. National Police Library (UK based)
19. SCOPUS
20. IBSS (International Bibliography of Social Sciences)

We also searched the publications of the following groups:
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1. Center for Problem-Oriented Policing (Tilley Award and Goldstein Award winners)
2. Institute for Law and Justice
4. Vera Institute for Justice (policing publications)
5. Rand Corporation (public safety publications)
6. Police Foundation
7. Police Executive Research Forum (PERF)
8. The Campbell Collaboration reviews and protocols (C2)
Publications from national policing agencies were also searched. These included:
1. Home Office (United Kingdom)
2. Australian Institute of Criminology
3. Swedish Police Service
4. Norwegian Ministry of Justice and the Police
5. Royal Canadian Mounted Police
6. Finnish Police (Polsi)
7. Danish Natoinal Police (Politi)
8. The Netherlands Police (Politie)
9. New Zealand Police
Searches of electronic databases used the following Boolean search terms:
(displac* OR ―diffusion of benefit‖ OR ―diffusion of benefits‖ OR ―multiplier effect‖
OR ―free side benefit‖ OR ― halo effect‖ OR ―spill over*‖ OR ―free rider effect‖ OR
―bonus effect‖ OR ―spill-over‖)
AND
(police OR policing OR law enforcement)
AND
(―hot spot policing‖ OR ‗hot spots policing‖ OR crackdown* OR ―problem oriented
policing‖ OR ―problem solving‖ OR ―focused policing‖ OR ―targeted policing‖ OR
―directed patrol‖ OR ―enforcement swamping‖ OR ―intelligence led policing‖ OR
―broken windows‖ OR ―compstat‖ OR ―community policing‖)
AND
(evaluat* OR impact OR assessment OR test)

3.3 Details of study coding categories
Each of the retrieved studies were inspected independently by two reviewers (Lucia
Summers and Rob Guerette) to determine whether i) spatial displacement and diffusion were
analyzed (as opposed to temporal, target, tactical, offense, or perpetrator) and ii) whether any
displacement or diffusion was observable or reported by the author(s). In some instances there
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may have been empirical evidence consistent with displacement and diffusion effects, yet it may
not have been noted by the study author.
The eligible studies were coded on the following criteria:
 Study identifiers (title, author, year, publication type)
 Location of intervention (Country, Region, State, City)
 Size of intervention, control and catchment areas (e.g. km2, number of residents,
number of households)
 Research design (randomized experiment12, pre-post w/catchment and control, etc.)
 Nature (type) of focused policing intervention. This was divided into the categories
mentioned in the criteria section above.
 Crime type targeted
 Length of pre-assessment, intervention and post assessment (i.e. follow up period)
 Unit of analysis/ sample size. This depended on the study design (see below)
 Pre and post outcome measure statistics
o In intervention area(s)
o In catchment area(s)
o In control area(s)13
 Statistical test(s) employed.
 Effect size (where applicable; see below)
 Reported intervention, displacement and diffusion effects
Since it involved collecting information for possible displacement and diffusion as
well as for intervention effectiveness, the data gathering process for this systematic
review was complex. We therefore collected the information in the greatest level of
detail possible at the coding stage and subsequently made decisions about how to
aggregate or summarize the data, as necessary. Some detailed procedures used in the
coding process included:
1. Recording multiple observations for each study.
Some studies involved a series of treatment, control and catchment areas (e.g.
Braga and Bond 2008 have figures for 17 individual hotspots). Here we collected
information for individual combinations of these where possible. Statistics
reported in such studies often reported effect sizes using regression or correlation
coefficients.
Other studies reported findings for a series of different types of crime and/or
different types of data (e.g. Calls For Service data or Recorded Crime Data; see
Braga et al 1999 and Press 1971 as examples). Here information was captured on
each of the different types with individual effect sizes collected as appropriate.
A further type of study design with multiple observations involved data on
12

By this we mean a trial in which the treatment and control conditions are randomly assigned to the participants.
This is also termed as ‗random allocation‘ or Randomized Controlled Trials (RCTs). We use these terms
interchangeably in this review.
13
These areas are defined in the section below
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multiple time points. Here monthly count data was reported for the areas, for
example. This opened up the possibility for the original authors to conduct time
series analysis (e.g. Roman et al 2005).
2. Recording different types of effect size
A multitude of different options for calculating effect sizes exist. Those used by
the authors included simple T-tests, F-tests, differences-in-difference calculations
and odds ratios. Such group difference calculations were usually only reported
where there was data on the mean and standard deviation of the count of crime
per unit of time (week or month for example). Such calculations were sometimes
conducted for different combinations of areas. For example, one t-test might
compare the mean monthly count before and after intervention for the treatment
area; a further can do the same for the control area and a further again for the
catchment area. Where ESs were specified, they were all recorded, along with
relevant sample sizes.
3. Differences in dependent variable constructs
In some cases counts were reported and in other cases it was rates. The former
approach appeared more common than that latter. Hence we converted rates to
counts where possible. We ensured that all counts were constructed for
comparable time periods across the treatment, control and catchment areas.
3.4 Summary of the methodological approach taken
Previous meta-analyses of place-based interventions (e.g. Farrington and Welsh 2002;
Weisburd et al., 2008) that have analyzed data of a similar type have estimated mean effect sizes
and associated confidence intervals for each study using odds ratios calculations (see Lipsey and
Wilson, 2001: pp. 52-54).Hence, we use the odds ratio to measure effect sizes here.
In the current study, we were primarily interested in changes observed in the catchment
areas. These are the areas which are identified as those to which crime potential displaces or
crime control benefit diffuses (e.g. Weisburd and Green 1995a). Catchment areas are very
frequently, but not always a ‗ring‘ or donut shaped region which directly surrounds the area of
intervention. Here, we are interested in whether crime generally increased or decreased in these
areas following intervention more than would be expected given the changes observed in the
control areas. Note that in the vast majority of studies spatial displacement/diffusion is measured
exclusively on the basis of changes in the identified catchment area- and is calculated
independently of the change in crime in the treatment area (those who received the intervention).
Of course, to put these changes into context, it is also necessary to examine the changes observed
in the treatment areas themselves. Consequently, for each study odds-ratios were calculated
separately for both the treatment and catchment areas. In addition to computing individual
estimates of effect size for each study for each type of area (treatment and catchment), mean
effect sizes were also calculated across studies so that general inferences could be made. All
analyses and graphs were generated in the R statistical programming language using scripts
developed by the authors (which are available upon request)14. Appendix A gives definitions of
14

There are existing scripts for performing meta-analysis (see http://mason.gmu.edu/~dwilsonb/ma.html). These
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the spatial areas involved in this analysis, along with some examples of how the treatment,
catchment and controls areas might be configured.
The odds ratio is a point estimate of effect size and is subject to (amongst other things)
sampling error. Accordingly, confidence intervals are also calculated to provide an indication of
the error associated with the estimator, and the range of values within which the actual value (if
it were possible to observe this) is likely to be found. The approach taken here to estimate the
confidence intervals for the odds-ratios is the same as that adopted in previous meta-analyses of
place-based interventions, but it is important to note that debate exists as to the accuracy of this
method (Marchant, 2004, 2005). One concern is the extent to which the parametric assumptions
on which the approach is based are reasonable (see Farrington et al., 2007). For instance, one
assumption is that the data generating process is a Poisson process. This may be a reasonable
assumption for studies for which the unit of analysis is a person, but is probably unreasonable for
those in which the unit of analysis is a place (Marchant, 2005; Farrington et al., 2007; Johnson,
2009). The consequence of this is that the standard error derived using the standard equation is
likely to underestimate the actual variance, meaning that the estimated confidence intervals will
be too small. For this reason, we adopted the approach used elsewhere (Farrington et al., 2007;
Weisburd et al., 2008) of multiplying the standard error by an inflation factor (in this case two)
when calculating confidence intervals. Doing so leads to larger confidence intervals and a more
conservative test. However, it is still possible that the true effect size will not be captured by the
intervals derived. In the absence of a better method, we used this approach but urge the reader to
see the statistics for what they are – estimates – and to focus more on the general trends
observed, their magnitude, and the overall conclusions that these might sensibly lead to rather
than getting too caught up in the more absolute issue of statistical significance.
Also, it is worth noting that the measure of effect size is not an odds-ratio in the
traditional sense. To elaborate, in a study for which the unit of analysis is people, the odds ratio
represents the difference in the odds that those treated will experience a given outcome, relative
to the odds for those assigned to a control condition. The analogy here would be that given that
we know that N crimes occurred in a treatment area in the evaluation periods pre- and postintervention (and M crimes in a control area), what are the odds that any of the N crimes
occurred before intervention in the treatment area(s) relative to the odds that any of the M crimes
occurred in the control area (s) prior to intervention. Thus, in the current case, the units of
analysis are crimes not people. Given this departure from the traditional definition and approach,
Farrington et al. (2007) have recently referred to the test statistic as a measure of relative effect
size when evaluating place-based interventions rather than an odds ratio. As the distinction may
be seen as largely semantic, we use the term odds ratio here but acknowledge the issue.
Moreover, whilst acknowledging the limitations of this approach we adopt it here as it was the
most logical way of consistently summarizing the available data.
A further complication, is that for a number of studies there were multiple observations
for the same treatment area(s). For example, in some cases data were available for the periods
pre- and post-intervention for the treatment, catchment and control areas for more than one type
of crime. In other cases, data were available for more than one catchment area. While this is
unproblematic where effect sizes for each observation are considered independently, it is a
problem where mean effect sizes are calculated by combining estimates. That is, where there are
multiple observations, if all of the data were included in the calculation of a mean effect size this
were not used in this analysis as the permutation method used here was not a standard approach and required
programming.
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would lead to dependency in the data and violate an assumption of the approach. On the other
hand, to exclude observations would be to lose useful data and would require an unbiased
approach to observation selection. One approach that represents a compromise is to calculate
estimates of mean effect size using those observations that reflect the best- and worst-case
scenarios (see Weisburd et al., 2008).15
However, as this approach uses only two possible permutations of the data, conclusions
based on such analysis may be over sensitive to outlying observations. An alternative, and one
that is adopted here, is to compute the mean effect size for every possible permutation of the
available data. This provides the opportunity to examine the distribution of the mean effect size
across permutations16.
In addition to conducting a meta-analysis for the set of qualifying studies as a whole, we
also undertook moderator analyses on meaningful subsets of the data. These analyses assessed
the effects of study design, intervention type and size of intervention on the mean effect sizes. A
standard test for assessing the possible effects of publication bias is also presented here (the trim
and fill method proposed by Duval and Tweedie (2000)).
To assist with validation and triangulation, a further element of the quantitative review
included the computation of the gross effect (GE), net effect (NE), the total net effect (TNE) and
the weighted displacement quotient (WDQ), and its constituent parts which were developed by
Bowers and Johnson (2003) and extended by Eck and Johnson (see Clarke and Eck 2005). The
gross effect (GE) and the net effect (NE) are defined as
GE = Rb - Ra

(1)

where Ra is the crime count in the treatment area post intervention, and Rb is the crime count in
the treatment area before the intervention.
NE = (Rb/Cb) - (Ra/Ca)

(2)

where Ca is the crime count in the comparison area post intervention, Cb is the crime count in the
comparison area before the intervention. The weighted displacement quotient or WDQ, was
used to determine displacement or diffusion effects and is designated as
Da/Ca – Db/Cb
WDQ =

(3)
Ra/Ca – Rb/Cb

where D a is the crime count in the catchment area post intervention, D b is the crime count in the
catchment area before the intervention.
In terms of interpretation, a WDQ value of zero suggests that the crime rate in the
15

Please note that for time series studies the data was processed so that it was possible to calculate a single odds
ratio which compared the crime count across the entire pre- period to that of the entire post- period. Hence, a single
area time series study would glean only one effect size.
16
It should be noted of course, that the results of these permutations will always be contained within the range for
the worst-case to the best-case scenarios.
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catchment area changed at the same rate as it did in the control area. Positive values suggest that
the crime rate in the catchment area decreased at a rate that exceeded changes observed in the
control area and, negative values suggest the opposite. The observed effect is expressed relative
to the changes observed in the treatment area, so a value of one indicates that the observed
change in the catchment area was of the same magnitude as that observed in the treatment area.
The WDQ can also be broken down into separate measures of scheme success and scheme
displacement/ diffusion, like so:
Ra/Ca – Rb/Cb

Success Measure (WDQ denominator) =

Catchment17 Displacement Measure (WDQ numerator) =

Da/Ca – Db/Cb

Additionally, the overall impact of the project was estimated using the TNE or ―total net effects‖
equation which is defined by the relationship:
TNE= [R b(C a/C b)-R a] + [D b (C a /C b )-D a ]

(4)

The TNE provides an estimate of the overall effect of an intervention on crime. That is,
given the changes observed in the control area(s), and any changes in the catchment area, what is
the difference in the volume of crimes observed in the treatment and catchment areas compared
with what would have been expected in the absence of intervention? A positive number suggests
that the intervention was effective overall whereas a negative number implies that it was not- and
in fact, appeared to add to the crime problem.
The WDQ was initially formulated for the analysis of changes in crime rates rather than
counts. Moreover, the formula described above is used to calculate only a point estimate. Here
we describe a modified version of the equation and a simple method for estimating confidence
intervals for the point estimate.
Considering the point estimate of the WDQ, crime rates have the advantage of
standardizing the values used in the equation. This is particularly appealing where an equation
considers differences in differences, as is essentially the case with the WDQ. Where rates are
replaced with counts in such an equation, there may be a scaling issue if the areas considered in
the equations differ considerably in terms of the volume of crime experienced. Such differences
are likely to arise if geographic locations compared differ in terms of their respective sizes (i.e.
km2). Where rates cannot be used, one way of accounting for such differences is to work with
logarithms rather than raw counts. This is the approach adopted here:

Loge(Da/Ca) – Loge(Db/Cb)
WDQ =

(5)
Loge(Ra/Ca) – Loge(Rb/Cb)

As with the odds ratio estimates presented in the previous section, while a point estimate
17

In Bowers and Johnson (2003) the word buffer is used rather than catchment, but we use the latter here for
consistency with vocabulary used throughout this report.
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for the WDQ is useful it will be subject to error and it would be beneficial to estimate how large
that error is likely to be. Doing so would provide an indication of the range of values within
which the true value is likely to be found. As the sampling distribution for the WDQ is
unknown, it would be less than ideal to specify a formula that relies on parametric assumptions
to estimate the standard error. An alternative approach is to compute confidence intervals using
non-parametric bootstrapping which does not rely on a-priori assumptions about a statistic‘s
distribution (e.g. Moore &McCabe, 2006). In short, bootstrapping uses Monte Carlo resampling
to estimate a sampling distribution using data for a single sample. We will not elaborate further
on the method here as the detail would be rather technical. However, it is important to say that
as with the confidence intervals produced for the odds ratios, the approach is not without
criticism and hence the reader is urged to treat confidence intervals as indicators of the range
within which the true value of the WDQ is likely to lie, rather than precise estimates.
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4. Findings
4.1 Selection of studies
Table 1 summarises the results of the systematic search. The electronic database search
identified over 2,500 studies (see Appendix B for more details). The titles and abstracts of these
studies were then reviewed and any studies that were obviously not evaluations of focused
policing interventions, obviously lacked a quantitative measure of crime and disorder or were
book reviews were then removed. Articles reporting on systematic reviews or meta-analyses
were also excluded from the short list at this point. This left a total of 103 studies. The full text of
these 103 studies was then reviewed to determine whether they met all the relevant selection
criteria when examined in detail. This process determined that 38 of these met the criteria, and
the remaining 65 did not. As Table 1 demonstrates, a further 41 studies meeting the criteria were
identified from the other elements of the systematic search (from the review of bibliographies,
professional organisations, forward searches hand searches and recommendations from experts).
Of the 79 studies that met the criteria, in 27 cases the study presented findings that were
reported elsewhere, and were therefore removed to avoid duplication. In a further 8 cases, the
study met the criteria but the figures could not be sourced (e.g. figures no longer available or
author untraceable). The final 44 studies, that are used and described in the pages which follow,
are listed in full in the eligible study reference list at the end of this report. A further list is given
of the excluded studies that seemed eligible from the title or abstract but were excluded when
examined in detail. This is a full list of all 201 studies marked as not meeting the criteria in Table
1. Appendix C displays a flow chart which summarises the entire search process and gives
details of the various uses of the studies meeting the criteria.
4.2 Characteristics of studies
The 44 coded studies differed in their methodological approach. To account for the
varying levels of methodological rigor, studies were grouped according to a hierarchy of
evidence (see Table 2). The majority (57%) had simple pre and post assessments, and the
remainder pre and post- with at least one control area. A minority (9%) used random assignment
to minimize bias. Also, in the minority were studies which use a separate catchment for the
control area (14% of studies). Note that all the studies included in this review had separate pre
and post counts for at least one displacement/diffusion catchment area.
As expected, a range of different data and methods were used across the different primary
studies. In some cases multiple treatment, control and or/catchment areas were used within one
primary study and effect sizes were calculated for a number of different combinations of these
areas. Furthermore, some studies looked at effects for a number of different types of crime data
(e.g. CFS, arrests and recorded crime) and crime types. Finally the methods used varied across
studies; some used time series data; others crime counts and/or crime incident rates. A number of
different methods were used for calculating effect sizes and statistical significance. These are
characterized more extensively in the narrative section below.
Table 3 lists some descriptive statistics for the studies. Many of the studies reported
interventions that had taken place in the US (68%) or UK (23%). A range of different
environments were covered by the interventions. Many covered purely residential environments
(52%) or multiple types of environment (20%). 4 studies were undertaken in mixed areas
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containing both residential and retail; two in retail areas exclusively. The most common type of
data that was used was Recorded Crime (35 studies); Calls for Service data was used in 7
studies; 4 used arrest data and 1 used data from primary observation. The studies also varied in
terms of the extent of physical area that was covered by the initiative; 24 studies covered ‗large‘
areas, 9 medium and 11 small18. Finally, the studies covered a range of different intervention
types; most common was Problem-Orientated Policing (27%), Police Crackdowns (23%), Police
Patrols (16%), Community orientated policing (11%) and Hotspot policing (9%).

4.3 Narrative review of displacement and diffusion from geographically focused policing
initiatives
Appendix D summarizes the 44 studies included within this review. In each case a
description is given of the intervention itself, the context in which it was implemented and the
author‘s findings in terms of both the success of the treatment and the effect the treatment had in
terms of spatial displacement. These are organized into three sections; those that were included
in the meta-analysis and the proportional change analysis19; those that were not in the metaanalysis but were in the proportional change analysis and those that were not in either; but in
which findings were reported by the author.
The following section gives a brief overview of the findings that were reported by the authors.
This is an unusual addition to a systematic review where the focus is traditionally on the findings
of the meta-analysis. We include this summary as a consequence of the unusual nature of this
particular review. In essence, we are attempting to summarise two effect sizes- that of the
treatment itself and that of any consequent diffusion or displacement. Methods used to
investigate these two effects vary substantially across studies, hence we feel it would be
incomplete to proceed without passing comment on these variations. We refer readers with less
interest in this directly to section 4.4 which presents findings of the meta-analysis.
Summary of the Narrative review
Appendix D demonstrates that a broad range of different types of intervention,
implemented in different contexts, have been evaluated across studies. It is also clear that he
authors‘ findings vary across studies. In summarizing the findings it is important to provide
some sense of the extent to which authors reported spatial diffusion and/or displacement as a
result of intervention. As has been demonstrated elsewhere (e.g. Petticrew and Roberts, 2006),
as method of synthesizing evidence, simple vote counting has many dangers. However, with this
18

These sizes were inductively determined by noting from the studies the geographical scope of the intervention.
Across the studies reviewed size of intervention area information was conveyed in a number of different ways, such
as population, physical extent, or administrative boundary. Once collected relative categories of small, medium, and
large geographical areas were partitioned. Small intervention areas ranged from one (1) household to 5 blocks in
size; Medium intervention areas ranged from the area of a single housing estate up to comparable areas equivalent to
about three (3) square miles; Large intervention areas were those that involved a scheme that covered any
geographical area larger than 3 square miles. Note that because studies reported intervention area size in different
ways, some subjective determinations were made by the authors. Specific details of each study are given in the
narrative summaries in Appendix B.
19
The proportional change analysis simply quantifies change in the treatment and catchment areas without
considering changes in control areas. See section 4.6
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warning in mind it is valuable to provide an overview of the findings of all 44 studies, as only a
subset of those (n=16) are used in the main meta-analysis reported below. Hence, for descriptive
purposes only we include such a narrative summary here. This reveals differences between
study authors‘ findings with respect to the likelihood of them reporting that they observed
displacement or a diffusion of benefit. We see that 55% of the studies reported finding no spatial
displacement; compared to 39% who did find evidence. For diffusion of benefit, this was found
in 43% of studies and not in 5%. For the remaining 7% (displacement) and 52% (diffusion) of
studies respectively, outcomes are unknown mainly due to the fact that they were not explicitly
examined by the study authors. This indicates that there remains a bias in the literature whereby
evaluators appear more likely to look for displacement rather than diffusion of benefit.
For completeness, Table 4 gives details of authors‘ statistical testing of the significance of
displacement or diffusion of benefit. This table only includes studies for which a test has been
used- and not where assessments have been made on the basis of descriptive statistics. Its
purpose is to demonstrate the methods used by study authors. It is apparent from Table 4 that
displacement and diffusion are explored using many different designs and statistics. There is no
standard (or even particularly frequently used) method of hypothesis testing. The most common
type of design tested group differences using ANOVAs or T-tests. The authors who have used ttests (Smith 2001; Weisburd et al 2006; Wagers 2007; Segrave and Collins 2005 and Sherman
and Rogan 1995) tend to calculate statistics for treatment, control and catchment areas
separately, comparing monthly or weekly counts before or after the intervention. The same is
true of those using ANOVAs or reporting F statistics (Priest and Carter 2002, Ratcliffe and
Makkai (2004), Weisburd and Green (1995) and Farrell et al (1998). Very few modeled
interaction effects or considered the treatment and control changes together. Interrupted time
series designs were used in 4 of the studies (Katz et al 2001, Lawton et al 2005, Novak et al 1999
and Roman et al 2005). Katz et al modeled the treatment and catchment area effects separately;
Lawton et al and Roman et al modeled the treatment, catchment and control areas separately; and
Novak et al added a fourth model for a catchment control area. The time series modeling was
done with varying degrees of sophistication regarding spatial lags and autocorrelation to account
for temporal dependency in the data. Regression analysis was used in three studies (Braga and
Bond 2008; Braga et al 1999 and Eck and Spelman (1987). The latter used monthly time point
data in their analysis, whilst the others used pre and post data for multiple treatment, control and
catchment areas. One study used correlation (Chenery et al 1997) and in this case the authors
correlated rates in the treatment area with those in the adjacent divisions before and during the
intervention. One study (McCabe 2009) used hierarchical linear modeling to enable simultaneous
modeling of effects in distinct treatment areas.

Theoretical centrality of displacement/diffusion
Appendix E provides an assessment of the degree to which study authors examined the
issue of displacement or diffusion. For each study, we list whether displacement was examined
centrally, peripherally, briefly or from a post-hoc perspective by each set of authors. We also
indicate whether the research was informed by prior research or theory and provide details of the
rationale given for the study and the examination of displacement. The appendix also provides
details about the intervention implemented, the study context and design, and findings regarding
displacement and /or diffusion for cross-referencing purposes.
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It is apparent from Appendix E that in many cases (59%) -but by no means all of them the research was informed by prior research or theory concerning the possibility that crime might
be displaced. There was a fair degree of variation in terms of how centrally the issue of
displacement was examined; in 18 (41%) of cases it was centrally examined; in 10 cases there
was a brief discussion; it was examined peripherally in 7 cases and undertaken as post-hoc
analysis in a further 7 studies. This demonstrates that is it not possible to assume that authors
have given the same weight to the issue of displacement in their research.
Cross-tabulations of the data revealed that there were no real differences in the extent to
which displacement or diffusion was centrally addressed for those studies in which areas were
assigned to treatment and control groups using a random allocation strategy and those that
employed a quasi-experimental design. Similarly, those studies for which data were collected for
treatment, control, catchment and catchment control areas examined displacement and diffusion
of benefits with roughly the same likelihood as those for which data were not collected for
catchment control areas.

4.4 Meta-analysis
4.4.1 Summary of the data used
Across the 44 studies, the most consistently reported findings were descriptive statistics
that contrasted the counts of crime pre- and post- intervention for (at least) one treatment area,
one control area, and one catchment area that surrounded the treatment area. Crime counts for
the periods before and after intervention were available for treatment, catchment and control
areas for 16 studies. However, the evaluation design employed varied across studies. Table 5
summarises this data. For most (N=11), only one control area was used for the treatment and
catchment areas. However, for a small number of studies (N=5), independent control areas were
identified for both the treatment and catchment areas. In some studies, data were collected for
more than one catchment area for each treatment area (N=4). For others, data were collected for
the periods before, during and after intervention. For some studies (N=5), areas were allocated
to treatment and control conditions randomly, but for the majority they were not (N=11).
Finally, some studies gave counts for multiple crime types, while others only examined a single
category of offense (N=12). One consequence of these methodological differences is that it was
possible to calculate more than one odds ratio for some of the studies.
For many studies, there was only one treatment, catchment and control area. In others
(e.g. Braga and Bond, 2008) there were multiple treatment, catchment and control areas. In the
case of the latter, data were nearly always unavailable for each individual area and so analyses
were conducted in the aggregate.

4.4.2 Best and Worst-case scenarios
Figures 1 and 2 show the individual effect sizes and confidence intervals for the best-and
worst-case scenarios for both the treatment and catchment areas for all 16 studies. Where there
was only one observation for a particular study, this was used in both the best- and worst-case
scenarios. Where there were multiple observations, for the best-case scenario, the observations
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used were those for which the point estimate of the treatment effect was most positive (i.e. in
favour of a treatment effect). If there were multiple observations for which there was an equal
treatment effect, the observation for which the most positive effect was observed for the
catchment area was selected.
For some studies, data were available for catchment control areas as well as treatment
control areas. When calculating the odds ratios for the catchment areas, we used the best
available control area; that is, where there is a separate catchment control area we used that.
Where there is not, we used the control area identified for the treatment area.
In Figure 1, the Forest plot (left panel) shows the point estimates and associated
confidence intervals. Where the former is greater than one this indicates that the outcome favors
treatment. Where it is less than one this indicates that crime increased in the treatment area at a
rate that exceeded that observed in the control area (in relative terms). Considering the general
trend, we computed the Q statistic (see Wilson and Lipsey, 2001) to determine if the variation in
effect sizes indicated variation above and beyond that which would be expected for sampling
error alone. For the treatment and catchments areas, the respective values of 34.8 (df=15) and
37.9 (df=15) were statistically significant at the p<0.05 level. Therefore, as might be anticipated
there is significant heterogeneity in the effect sizes across studies. Hence, in line with the
preferences expressed in Campbell Collaboration policy, to calculate the weighted mean effect,
we used a random effects model. This is also more appropriate in a theoretical context, as our
goal is to generalize to a hypothetical population of studies, which is only possible when account
is taken of the between studies variance component (e.g. Hedges, 1992). For completeness, in all
the analysis which follows, where the Q statistic is not significant, we also calculate the weighted
mean effect using fixed effects, so comparisons can be made, but this was considered to be a
secondary concern.
Overall, the weighted mean OR of 1.39 (CI: 1.22-1.59) suggests a positive significant
effect at the treatment sites (p<0.05). In interpreting this finding the reader should recall that we
included in this review only those studies for which data were available for treatment, catchment
and control areas. Hence, other studies that examined changes in treatment and control areas
alone are excluded from the analysis. Consequently, the reader should not interpret the effect
size estimate for the treatment areas as representing the treatment effect for geographically
focused police interventions in general, but just that for the subset of studies for which changes
in catchment areas as well as the treatment and control areas were considered. For the catchment
areas, the results are also positive and rather than suggesting that crime increased in the
catchment areas, for the best case scenario the mean OR of 1.14 (CI: 1.03-1.14) indicates that it
decreased overall (p<0.05).
Figure 2 shows the results for the worst case scenario. In this case, the Q statistic was not
statistically significant for the treatment (Q=20.5, df=14, p>0.05) but was for the catchment
(Q=26.9, df=14, p<0.05) areas and so both random effects and fixed effects model were
conducted for the former and only a random effects model for the latter. The weighted mean
(random effects) OR for the treatment areas of 1.15 (CI: 1.05-1.27) suggests a positive impact of
intervention (p<0.05) 20. For the catchment areas, the weighted mean OR of 1.04 (CI: 0.95-1.13)
is in the same direction as that for the best-scenario but is non-significant. It is interesting to note
that the difference between the weighted means for the best and worse-case scenarios is not large
(ORs of 1.14 and 1.04 respectively).
20

For a fixed effect model the weighted mean OR was 1.11 (CI: 1.05-1.18).
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4.4.3 Permutation Tests
As discussed above, one potential issue with presenting data for the best- and worst-case
scenarios alone is that they may be overly sensitive to the presence of outliers. An alternative is
to not only compute the best and worst case scenarios but all of those in between. Considering
all studies, there are 69,120 possible permutations. Instead of computing every mean effect size
we use a Monte Carlo simulation to sample 1000 unique mean effect size estimates from all
possible permutations. For each (re)sample, we use a random effects model to compute the
weighted mean effect sizes and confidence intervals as these provide a more conservative test of
the hypotheses under investigation. Figure 3 shows the results of this analysis. The point
estimates and confidence intervals at the top of the two Forest plots are a sample of the 1000
permutations, which are included for the purposes of illustration. The point estimates and
confidence intervals at the bottom of the plot are the mean values computed across all
permutations. Those shown in black represent the mean of the mean effect sizes and the mean of
the upper and lower confidence intervals. Those shown in grey are the upper and lower 95%
confidence intervals for the mean of the upper and lower confidence intervals21. Consistent with
the results discussed above, the analysis suggests that relative to the control areas, there was a
reduction in crime in both the treatment areas and catchment areas, although this was only
significant for the treatment areas.

4.4.4 Assessing the effects of study design, intervention type and size of intervention.
Study design
In this section, analyses are presented for studies that may be meaningfully grouped
together. In the first instance, we examine the results for those studies which employed a
random allocation strategy to assign areas to treatment and control groups. Such studies
minimize threats to internal validity (alternative explanations that might explain observed
outcomes), assuming that the strategy of random allocation does generate comparable groups
(and it should). In such cases, any changes observed in the treatment and catchment areas can be
attributed to the effects of intervention with confidence (Campbell & Stanley, 1963). Thus,
where a decrease in crime is observed in catchment areas (relative to the changes observed in the
control areas) this may be interpreted as a diffusion of crime control benefits; this is the case
even if little or no changes are observed in the treatment areas. Likewise, increases in crime in
the catchment area which exceed those observed in the control area(s) may be interpreted as
displacement; or at least as indicating that the treatment affected the spatial distribution of crime
in a negative way (activity is not technically displaced if it continues to occur in one area and
also increases in those contiguous, this would be a diffusion of offending activity).
In the case of quasi-experiments, causal inference will be weaker as other differences
between groups (treatment, catchment and control) - particularly those that go unobserved by the
investigators – may explain observed changes rather than the intervention evaluated. In such
cases, an increase (decrease) in crime may indicate displacement (diffusion of crime control
21

In the analyses that follow we consistently report 95% confidence intervals unless there are too few permutations
for this to be meaningful. For example, where there are (say) only eight permutations we report the highest and
lowest values rather than using confidence intervals.
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benefit) or it may be explained by other factors whose influences are not controlled for, or
measured in the research design. For this reason, we analyze the data for the RCT and quasiexperimental studies separately.
For the RCT studies there were only two permutations of the data; one which included
the recorded crime data analysed by Braga (1999) and one which included the calls for service
data reported in the same study. Figure 4 shows the results for the former. For this analysis, the
Q statistic was non-significant for the treatment areas (Q=1.51, df=4, p>0.75) but statistically
significant for the catchment areas (Q=12.28, df=4, p<0.025)22. For the treatment areas, the
weighted mean OR of 1.39 (CI: 1.20-1.60) suggests a positive effect of intervention. For the
catchment areas, the weighted mean OR of 1.14 (CI: 0.97-1.35) suggests a non-significant
diffusion of benefit.
Figure 5 shows the second permutation of the data. In this case the Q statistics were less
than the critical values for both the treatment (Q=2.81, df=3, p>0.25)23 and catchment (Q=6.32,
df=3, p>0.10), but for the reasons discussed above both fixed and random effects models were
used to derive the weighted mean effects sizes - although we report only the latter here. For the
treatment areas, the weighted mean effect size of 1.28 (CI: 1.13-1.46) suggested a positive effect
of intervention for the studies considered. Likewise, for the catchment areas, the weighted mean
effect size of 1.17 (CI: 1.04-1.29) suggested that, relative to the control areas, crime went down
in the catchment areas.
Thus, for the studies with the highest level of methodological adequacy and for the two
possible permutations, the trends are identical. Crime appears to have reduced significantly in
the treatment areas. In the catchment areas, the conclusion is less clear but the worst case
scenario suggests little or no change and the best case scenario indicates a diffusion of crime
control benefit.
As discussed, for the quasi-experimental studies, threats to internal validity weaken the
causal inferences that can be made. For this reason, it seems reasonable to apply stricter criteria
when estimating the extent to which crime might have been displaced or benefits diffused when
examining those studies which used quasi-experimental designs. One such criterion is that the
search for displacement should be conditional on the demonstration of an intervention effect in
the treatment area(s) (see Weisburd & Green, 1995; Bowers & Johnson, 2003). Of the quasiexperimental studies, significant reductions were estimated for five evaluations. For one of
these, there were two observations and in the other there were five (in the first study data were
reported for two catchment areas, in the other data were reported for different types of crime).
Thus, there were four possible permutations of the data. For the sake of brevity, hereafter we do
not report Q statistics and consistently report results that were derived using random effects
models. Figure 6 shows the results for the best-case scenario. In this case, the weighted mean
effect size of 1.66 (CI: 1.37-2.01) for the treatment areas and 1.39 (CI: 1.04-1.86) for the
catchment areas suggested a positive effect of intervention.
Figure 7 shows that for worst case scenario a similar pattern emerges but whilst the
weighted mean effect size for the treatment areas of 1.50 (CI:1.27-1.78) was statistically
significant, for the catchment areas, it was not (M=1.05, CI: 0.89-1.24). Figure 8 shows all eight
22

As the random effects model is more conservative we use that in both cases. However, identical conclusions
emerge for the fixed effects model.
23
The Weisburd and Green (1995) study was removed from this analysis because while the authors examined a
series outcomes in this study, data for the catchment areas were only available for the scenario where the treatment
effect was most positive.
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possible permutations of the data and supports the impression that a reliable treatment effect was
observed, and that while crime also reduced in the catchment areas more than elsewhere, this
was not apparent for all possible contrasts.
For completeness we also present results for all quasi experimental studies, irrespective
of whether changes were observed in the treatment areas. In this case, there were a total of 11
studies and 25,920 possible permutations of the data. Figure 9 shows the results for 1000 unique
(re)samples of all possible permutations. In this case, there appears to be a positive effect of
treatment, although the weighted mean effect is obviously lower than for the subset of schemes
considered above. In the case of the catchment areas, while the mean weighted OR is positive,
the confidence intervals suggest that the observed trend was unreliable.
For the quasi-experimental studies then, the conclusions are similar to those for the
RCTs. That is, there appears to be a positive effect of treatment for those studies considered and,
depending on which studies are examined, the results may be interpreted as suggesting a
diffusion of crime control benefit, or little or no change in the catchment areas. In no scenario
examined so far, do the results suggest that geographically focused police interventions are
generally likely to lead to geographical displacement.
Catchment versus treatment control areas
For four of the five RCT studies and one of the quasi-experimental studies, data were
collected for both treatment and catchment control areas. A natural question then is whether the
use of the different control areas in the estimates of the effect sizes leads to different conclusions.
For two of the studies (Braga, 1999 and Ebensen, 1987) data were available for more than one
type of crime and as a result there were 9 pairs of observations in total. Figure 10 shows the preand post- monthly counts for the two types of control areas for those studies for which data were
available. Visual inspection of the data suggest that with the exception of Braga and Bond
(2008) the trends are mostly the same for the two types of control area.
Figures 11 and 12 show the study ORs and confidence intervals for each of the nine
possible calculations computed using the catchment control and treatment control areas
respectively in the estimation of the ORs for the catchment areas24. In seven of the cases, the
individual ORs and confidence intervals were similar irrespective of which control area was used
to estimate the effects for the catchment areas. In two of the nine cases (Braga and Bond, 2008
and Braga 1999 – calls for service data), the statistical significance of the ORs changed. For
Braga and Bond (2008), the change in the OR for the catchment area was non-significant when
the catchment control area was used, but significant when the treatment control area was used.
For Braga (1999), when the catchment control area was used the OR was statistically significant,
but this was not the case when the treatment control area was used. However, in both cases the
conclusion changed from suggesting a diffusion of crime control benefit to a non-significant
effect, or vice-versa, rather than switching from suggesting displacement to a diffusion of
benefit, or vice-versa. Nevertheless, the finding that the conclusions might vary depending upon
the selection of catchment control area suggests that data for catchment control areas should be
collected in future studies, where possible.

24

Weighted mean effect sizes calculated using a random effects model are shown for the purposes of illustration
only.
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Intervention Size
A further way of meaningfully categorizing the studies is in terms of the geographical
area they cover. For example, it is possible that interventions that have the largest geographical
coverage are least likely to displace crime. That is, in such areas if offenders were deterred by an
intervention they might have to travel considerable distances to seek out new opportunities;
something that ethnographic research suggests is the exception to the rule (e.g. Rengert and
Wasilchick, 1995). Accordingly, we performed separate analyses for those studies that could be
categorized as having a large geographical coverage and those that could be categorized as
having a small or medium sized geographic range.
Seven of the studies were categorized as large, and across these studies there were 720
possible permutations of the available data. Figure 13 shows that for the best case scenario, the
weighted mean effect size of 1.46 (CI: 1.19-1.80) for the treatment areas was statistically
significant, but for the catchment areas, while the effect size of 1.19 (CI: 0.99-1.44) was positive
it was marginally non-significant. For the worst case scenario, as shown in Figure 14, the
weighted mean effect size of 1.21 (CI: 0.99-1.46) for the treatment areas was marginally nonsignificant, whilst for the catchment areas there was no trend at all (weighted mean OR=0.98,
CI:0.83-1.16).
Figure 15 shows a summary of the results for all 720 permutations. Again, the results
suggest a positive effect of treatment, and if anything a trend in favour of a diffusion of crime
control benefits albeit non-significant.
The areas described in six of the studies were classified as medium. Figure 16 shows the
results for the best case scenario for this selection of studies. The weighted mean effect size of
1.27 (CI: 1.05-1.54) for the treatment areas was statistically significant, but for the catchment
areas the value of 1.07 (CI: 0.94-1.22) was not. For the worst case scenario, shown in Figure 17,
the findings were similar with the weighted mean effect size for the treatment areas of 1.14 (CI:
1.01-1.29) being statistically significant, but that for the catchment areas of 1.15 (CI: 0.97-1.37)
suggested a non-significant trend. For these studies, there were a total of 16 possible
permutations of the data. The results for each of these are shown in Figure 18 and the pattern is
in line with a reliable treatment effect accompanied by a non-significant trend in favour of a
diffusion of benefit.
Only three of the studies were classified as evaluating interventions that took place over a
small geographic area. Figure 19 shows that for the best case scenario, the weighted mean effect
size of 1.40 (CI: 1.15-1.70) was reliable, whereas for the catchment areas the value of 1.08 (CI:
0.93-1.26) was not. Similar results are apparent for the worst case scenario (see Figure 20) for
which the weighted mean effect size for the treatment areas was 1.21 (CI: 1.00-1.47) and for the
catchment areas it was 1.04 (CI: 0.89-1.21). Figure 21, which shows the results for all six
possible permutations of the data, supports the conclusions already discussed. Thus, similar
trends appear to emerge, irrespective of the size of the geographic area covered (at least for the
classification criteria used here).
Intervention type
The interventions employed across the 16 studies were categorized into three broad types:
1) POP and community policing; 2) Increased manpower (hotspots policing, crackdown, foot
patrols); and, 3) Other types of focused police-led intervention. Figures 22-24 show the results
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for those evaluations that were categorized as examining predominantly POP and community
policing strategies (N=6). For the best and worst case scenarios, the respective weighted mean
effect sizes for the treatment areas of 1.22 (CI: 1.09-1.37) and 1.18 (CI: 1.07-1.30) were
statistically significant, while those for the catchment areas - 1.06 (CI: 0.93-1.22) and 1.10 (CI:
0.94-1.27), respectively - were positive but not reliable. Considered alongside those shown in
Figure 24, the findings again suggest that overall mean reductions were always observed in both
the treatment and catchment areas, although the effects observed in the catchment areas may be
due to sampling error rather than a reliable effect of intervention.
Figures 25-27 show the same analyses for those studies in which the predominant
strategy was to increase manpower in a geographically focused area (N=8). Here, there appears
to be a positive effect in the treatment areas for the best (weighted mean OR=1.54, CI: 1.18-2.01)
but not for the worst case scenario (weighted mean OR=1.13, CI: 0.98-1.29). Apropos changes
observed in the catchment areas, no reliable effect was observed for the best case scenario
(weighted mean OR=1.25, CI: 0.97-1.60) but a trend in favour of displacement was noted for the
worst case scenario (weighted mean OR=0.93, CI: 0.84-1.03). However, inspection of Figure
27, which shows the results for all 480 possible permutations of the data, suggests that the trend
observed was atypical and that the most likely outcome was for there to be no change in the
catchment areas.
Finally, Figures 28-30 shows the results for other types of police led intervention (N=4).
The results were similar for this type of strategy. However, for both the best (weighted mean
OR=1.34, CI: 0.98-1.83)25 and worst case (weighted mean OR=1.26, CI: 0.94-1.67) scenarios the
treatment effect was positive but marginally non-significant. With respect to the catchment
areas, for both the best (weighted mean OR=1.12, CI: 0.94-1.34) and worst case scenarios
(weighted mean OR=1.11, CI: 0.90-1.38) there was also a non-significant trend which suggested
that crime reduced in the catchments areas, although the effect size was smaller as well as being
non-significant. Analysis of all eight possible permutations of the data provides a picture
consistent with the above conclusions.
Publication bias
Only three of the studies were unpublished at the time of writing. Of these, one is
currently submitted to a journal and so it would be improper to assign it to one category or the
other at this stage. Of the two remaining studies (Wagers, 2007; Higgins & Coldren, 2000), both
suggested a reduction in the treatment areas but this was non-significant. For one the change in
the catchment area was neither positive nor negative (Higgins & Coldren, 2000), and for the
other (Wagers, 2007) there was an increase in crime in the catchment area but this trend was not
statistically significant.
A variety of procedures are available to examine the possible effects of publication bias
and here, like Weisburd et al 2008, we use the trim and fill algorithm proposed by Duval and
Tweedie (2000). Figure 31 show the results of this analysis, which was only possible to conduct
on the 16 studies that were used in the meta-analysis, for which numeric effect sizes had been
25

The alert reader will notice that while the weighted mean effect size for the best case scenario was marginally
non-significant, three of the eight weighted mean effect sizes shown in Figure 30 were statistically significant. This
illustrates the value of adopting the permutation approach as a safeguard. To elaborate, the identification of the best
case scenario based on the point estimates of effect size does not account for the variance associated with those
estimates, whereas the permutation approach does.
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calculated. The key principle is that in the absence of bias, the funnel plots shown, which in this
case chart the standard error on the x-axis against the effect size (log odds ratio) on the y-axis,
would be symmetric around the mean effect size. If there are more studies above than below, our
concern is that we have missing studies from below, which seem likely to be the unpublished
ones. In these figures, which were produced in STATA, the circles represent the original points
as circles, and those imputed from the trim and fill procedure as circles within squares. The
points are imputed using an iterative procedure which continues until the funnel plot can become
symmetric. This yields an adjusted estimate of effect size.
Figure 31 summarises the trim and fill results for four scenarios. Figure 31(a) shows that
for the best case scenario for treatment areas, 8 studies are suggested as missing. The original
point estimate in log units was 0.337, which corresponds to a risk ratio of 1.40. The adjusted
point estimate is 0.193, which is an odds ratio of 1.21. Figure 31(b) shows that for the worst case
scenario for treatment areas, one study is suggested as missing. The original point estimate in log
units was 0.156, which corresponds to a risk ratio of 1.17. The adjusted point estimate is 0.151,
which is an odds ratio of 1.16. Figure 31(c) shows that for the best case scenario for catchment
areas, 3 studies are suggested as missing. The original point estimate in log units was 0.136,
which corresponds to a risk ratio of 1.15. The adjusted point estimate is 0.093, which is an odds
ratio of 1.10. Figure 31(d) shows that for the worst case scenario for catchment areas, no studies
are suggested as missing. The original point estimate in log units was 0.068, which corresponds
to a risk ratio of 1.07. The adjusted point estimate remains the same in this case.
These results demonstrate that in general, accounting for publication bias does not seem
to effect the initial conclusions of the meta-analysis; the adjusted effect size estimates are fairly
similar to the original ones. The slight exception to this is for the best case scenario for the
treatment areas where there is a drop in the odds ratio. Here, even the adjusted effect size
continues to demonstrate a significant effect of treatment. It appears therefore, that publication
bias is not a major concern for this analysis.
As pointed out by Weisburd et al (2008) this method could be misleading in the context
of this particular study. This is because it is entirely possible that smaller studies (those with a
larger standard error) might well be expected to produce average, or even larger than average
effect sizes. It could be that the smaller the areas that are policed, the less stretched and more
focused the operational resources. Furthermore, it is unreasonable to assume that the studies are a
homogenous population. As we have seen they vary in their methodological approach, their
context and their objectives, and so it is unrealistic to put any asymmetry down to sampling error
alone (Rothstein 2008).
Summary of the meta-analysis
In short, the weight of the evidence suggests that irrespective of how the data are grouped,
geographically focused interventions do not generally displace crime to nearby areas. Instead,
there is a trend which suggests that a crime decreases in such locations.
4.5 Weighted Displacement Quotient and Total Net Effect Analysis
4.5.1 Descriptive Statistics
The formulae used to calculate the descriptive statistics were presented in the methods
section. More details regarding the use and interpretation of the GE, NE, WDQ, TNE and
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Success and Catchment Displacement measures are provided in Appendix F. For the reasons
discussed above, these metrics were only computed for those quasi-experimental studies for
which there was evidence of a reduction in the treatment areas. The TNE calculations were
developed for the analysis of count data and so are reported here. For completeness, estimates
for all observations (for which there was a reduction in the treatment areas) included in the metaanalysis are shown in Appendix G. Due to the multiple observations available for some of the
studies, this gives a total of 36 different calculations for each of the measures expressed above.
Figure 32 provides a summary of the results of the TNE calculations. The Figure shows
that in general there was more suggestion of a positive net effect than a negative one.
Furthermore, it seems that where negative effects are observed they are of a considerably smaller
magnitude than those where a positive effect is suggested. These results are therefore consistent
with those discussed in previous sections; on average it appears that interventions appear
successful at reducing crime and the benefit from these successes is often diffused.

4.5.2 Weighted Displacement Quotient analysis
Figure 33 shows the results of the modified WDQ analysis for the best- and worst-case
scenarios. The weighted mean effects are calculated in the same way as in previous sections. In
the worst case scenario, there is only one study for which the 95 percent confidence intervals are
to the left of the null effect line of zero. For the same scenario, there are three cases where they
are to the right of it. For the remainder, the confidence intervals overlap the null effect line of
zero. Overall, for this scenario the WDQ is positive, although the confidence intervals overlap
the line of null effect. For the best-case scenario the weighted mean effect size is above 0 and
the confidence intervals do not overlap the null effect line. In summary, the weighted mean
WDQ for both the best- and worst-case scenarios suggest that a diffusion of benefit is the most
likely outcome of geographically focused initiatives.

4.6 Pre-post studies
For 36 of the 44 studies which met the study criteria, count data were available, or it was
possible to estimate counts from the information reported in the research paper. These included
the 16 studies that were entered into the meta-analysis. For these data, counts before and after
intervention for the treatment area(s) and catchment area(s) were used to generate proportional
change figures. For this analysis, we ensured that the figures accounted for any differences in
the duration of the ‗before‘ and ‗after‘ periods. The results are summarized in Figure 34. In each
case, the proportional change in the treatment and catchment area are shown next to each other.
Where the observed change is to the right (left) of the zero line this indicates that crime increased
(decreased) in the area. The Figure is rank-ordered by the proportional changes observed in the
treatment areas (from the largest increase to largest decrease). For the majority of studies there
was a decrease in crime in both the treatment and catchment areas. This is in line with the
previous suggestion that on the whole the interventions reduced crime in the treatment areas and
did not displace it to nearby areas.
Figure 34 also appears to indicate some correspondence between the change in the
treatment areas and the change in the catchment areas. Reductions in the treatment area are often
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mirrored by reduction in the catchment areas as well. There does not appear to be a systematic
relationship between the size of the change in the two area types.
Figure 35 shows the proportional change for larger and smaller initiatives separately.
There do not appear to be obvious differences in observed trends for studies where the
intervention covered a larger geographic area and those where coverage more limited. If
anything, it appears that the studies which evaluated interventions with a larger geographic
coverage experienced greater reductions in the treatment and catchment areas than those with
smaller coverage. However, it is important to note that for the analyses presented in this section,
the changes observed were not contrasted with changes in suitable control areas.

5. Discussions and Conclusions
The aim of this review was to assess the degree to which geographically focused policing
initiatives displace crime or diffuse crime control benefits to nearby areas. Hence it should be
stressed here that these results are for a particular subset of crime prevention initiatives; those for
which local level displacement and diffusion effects were examined. In choosing a fairly broad
definition of ‗focused policing initiatives‘ (including for example hotspots policing, POP, police
patrols and crackdowns, broken windows policing and civil injunctions) our intention was to be
able to make statements about focused policing efforts more generally. The number of studies
that met our criteria was respectable at N = 44. Furthermore, there was a reasonable subset
(n=16) that we were able to include in our meta-analysis section.
The main findings of the meta-analysis suggested that on average geographically focused
policing initiatives for which data were available were (1) associated with significant reductions
in crime and/or disorder and that (2) overall, changes in catchment areas were non-significant but
there was a trend in favour of a diffusion of benefit. To assess the effects of study design,
intervention size and intervention type, subsets of the data were considered in separate analyses.
For those studies with the highest level of methodological adequacy (RCTs), there was evidence
of a treatment effect and significant diffusion of benefit. For the quasi-experimental designs,
when the analysis focused on that subset of observations for which a treatment effect was
observed, an apparently reliable diffusion of benefit was also noted. For studies where data was
collected for a catchment control area as well as a treatment control area it was evident that using
a different control area can ultimately influence the results and therefore it is advisable to collect
data for control catchment areas where possible. The results suggest little difference in the
conclusions for those interventions which vary in the size of the area over which they are
implemented. Finally, schemes which relied on a problem-oriented policing framework appear to
have a slightly higher association with a diffusion of benefit than do schemes that rely on
intensive policing alone, although these differences were not statistically significant. Possible
publication bias was addressed using the trim and fill procedure and concluded that any
unpublished studies were unlikely to have a large effect on the conclusions given here.
The total net effect and weighted displacement quotient analyses offer further ways of
assessing outcomes, but the overall conclusions from these analyses are the same as those
summarized above. That is, for the studies included in the analysis, the weight of the evidence
suggests that where changes are observed in catchment areas that exceed those that might be
expected in the absence of an intervention, a diffusion of crime control benefit rather than
displacement appears to be the more likely outcome.
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The proportional analysis was conducted using the 36 studies for which pre- and postintervention data were available for at least two areas; a treatment and a suitable catchment area.
The results suggest that the majority of eligible studies experienced a decrease in crime in the
treatment area indicating possible success of the scheme. The majority also experienced a
decrease in the catchment areas suggesting the possibility of a diffusion of benefit. Again, these
findings are consistent with all others reported here.
These findings, taken together with results from other reviews of displacement and
diffusion, offer two primary implications for criminological theory. First, because diffusion of
benefits was observed somewhat more readily than displacement among the studies examined, it
suggests that offenders actively engage in situational reasoning and rationality, which is a
primary assertion of the rational choice perspective. Were offenders compelled in their
disposition to offend, less diffusion and more displacement would have been expected or at least
reductions in the targeted areas would not have been found. This implies that crime behavior
may be more ―normal,‖ in the sense that it is driven by satisfaction of fundamental needs and
wants which are guided by cognitive reasoning, rather than by sociological or psychologically
entrenched deviant ―propensities‖ (i.e. determinism).
It is possible that since the evaluations reviewed here entailed focused police action that
some incapacitation effect may be responsible for both the observed reductions in the targeted
areas as well as the tendency toward diffusion (i.e. since fewer offenders might have been on the
street). If so, this would discount the evidence in support of reasoning among offenders. Though
the analyses performed in this review cannot rule out this incapacitation hypothesis, given the
corroborating finding among evaluations of situational interventions (Guerette and Bowers,
2009) which largely did not rely on incapacitation, this scenario seems less likely. It is also worth
noting that it is unlikely that the focused policing operations resulted in the capture of all
offenders during the course of the intervention which means some would have remained on the
street to continue offending. Thus, if the remainder were compelled by disposition to offend, the
patterns of crime reduction in the intervention areas or at least the diffusion effects in the
catchment areas would have been less pronounced.
Second, the findings also provide continued support for the notion that crime opportunity
is discontinuous rather than constant. This supports the routine activity perspective and the
tendency of opportunity heterogeneity has been implied in a succession of research
(Brantingham and Brantingham, 1981; Eck, Clarke, and Guerette, 2007; Pease, 1998; Sherman,
Gartin, and Buerger, 1989). If crime opportunity were constant then much more displacement
would be expected since offenders could easily go elsewhere to reap the rewards of crime.
Instead, the evidence suggests that crime opportunity concentrates to such a degree that effort to
prevent crime by elimination of the offending opportunities in those areas, whether that be
through focused policing or situational alterations, stands as a formidable means of crime
reduction.
As with any research, there are a number of caveats associated with the review and
outstanding questions that could be usefully addressed. In the authors‘ view three areas of
enquiry would be particularly useful. First is the methodological issue of how to analyze
displacement at the individual initiative level. In the process of this review we found many
different strategies for doing this; all with their own merits and drawbacks. One particular issue
was that many authors consider changes in treatment, catchment and control areas independently,
not relating changes in one type of area to those in another. This was evident for some studies
that compared changes pre- and post-intervention and for some that used formal time-series
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models. In the future, it would be helpful if study authors also reported interaction terms to
indicate if the changes observed in catchment areas exceed those observed in suitable control
areas, above and beyond what might be expected as a result of sampling error.
Second is a consideration of the physical areas selected to assess displacement and
diffusion of benefit. There was considerable variation in the selection of the catchment areas
used across studies; and almost none considered the issue of directional displacement; the default
being to consider changes in a concentric ‗ring‘ around a treatment area. Third is further
investigation into the role of context and mechanism with regard to displacement and diffusion
of crime control benefit. It is likely that the degree to which displacement and/or diffusion occurs
will depend on a broad range of different factors including:
 The effectiveness of the policing activity in reducing crime
 The type of policing intervention
 The type of crime that is the focus of the intervention
 The intensity and effectiveness of implementation
 The physical and social context of the scheme
 The perceptions and motivations of offenders in the area
 The context of the catchment area
Further investigation of these mediating factors would be useful in alerting practitioners to the
conditions in which displacement is more or less likely.
In summary, the message from this review is a positive one to those involved in the sort
of operational policing initiatives that were considered here. The main point being that
displacement is far from inevitable as a result of such endeavors, and, in fact that the opposite, a
diffusion of crime control benefits, appears to be the more likely consequence.
6. Plans for Updating the Review
The authors expect to update this review every five (5) years.
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12. Tables

Database

Bibliography

Forward

Organisation
websites

Policing
agencies

Hand

Other

Total

Table 1: Systematic search results

38

24

0

5

0

6

6

79

Study does not meet criteria 65

59

32

14

5

12

14

201

Not known if criteria met

0

5

0

1

0

0

3

9

TOTAL

103

88

32

20

5

18

23

289

Study meets criteria
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Table 2: Hierarchy of Evidence
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Table 3: Descriptive Statistics of Eligible Studies
Characteristic
Size

Country

Environment

Intervention Type

Data Type
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Category
Large
Medium
Small
US
UK
Sweden
Australia
Multiple
Various
Retail
Educational
Recreational
Residential
Residential and retail
POP
Patrols
Hotspots Policing
Police Crackdown
Intelligence-Led Policing
Community-Orientated Policing
Broken Windows
Civil Abatement
Police-Led Environmental
Recorded Crime (RC)
Calls For Service (CFS)
RC and CFS
CFS/Arrests
RC/Arrests
Arrests
Primary Observations

N
24
9
11
30
10
1
3
9
4
2
1
1
23
4
12
7
4
10
2
5
2
1
1
33
5
1
1
1
2
1

Table 4: Authors‘ statistical testing of the significance of displacement or diffusion of benefit
Article

Authors Conclusion

Chenery, S., Holt, J. &
Pease, K. (1997), Biting Back
II: Reducing repeat
victimization in Huddersfield.
Crime Detection and
Prevention Series, Paper 82,
Home Office.

The monthly burglary rates for the action area were correlated with the rates for the adjacent divisions and for the police
force area as a whole, both before and during the intervention. No significant negative correlations were found after the
intervention had been implemented, which is indicative of a lack of spatial displacement. In fact, significant positive
correlations were found during the initiative for one of the adjacent areas (r=0.67, p<.01) and for the force area (r=0.68,
p<.01), which could be taken to indicate a diffusion of benefit. The authors, however, stated they were not making such a
claim, as other factors could be responsible for the burglary reductions observed in non-action areas (see p. 38).

Eck, J. & Spelman, W.
(1987), Problem-Solving:
Problem oriented policing in
Newport News. Police
Executive Research Forum.

Ordinary least square (OLS) regression analyses were performed using residential burglary data for the targeted apartment
complex and, separately, for the surrounding area (1 mile radius). In both cases, 37 data points were available preintervention and 17 months post-intervention. Treatment area effects: Results showed that the best fit was obtained for an
abrupt, permanent effect, which showed burglary rates went down by 34.7% (b=-.347, SE=0.135 - all results given are for
logged data). Catchment area effects: No significant changes in burglary rates were detected (b=0.026, SE=0.111),
meaning no evidence of displacement or diffusion of benefit could be found.

Katz, C. M., Webb, V. J. &
Schaefer, D. R. (2001).
Assessment of the impact of
quality-of-life policing on
crime and disorder. Justice
Quarterly, 18 (4), 825-876.

Two forms of an abrupt interrupted time series model were used to measure the effect of the intervention (implemented in
two phases, with an inter-intervention period in between). Treatment area effects: For a zero-order transfer function with
abrupt, permanent impact of the 10 CFS types examined, post-intervention the intervention was only found to effect
significant reductions in the action areas for public morals (b=-0.16, SE=0.04), while significant increases were observed for
physical disorder (b=0.24, SE=0.11). For a first order transfer function with abrupt, temporary effect model, no significant
reductions were observed in the action areas for any of the crime types examined, but significant increases were detected
for drugs (b=5.18, SE=0.90) and disorderly conduct (b=3.49, SE=1.57). Similar results are reported when the two
intervention time periods (instead of the post-intervention period) were compared to the baseline. Catchment area effect:
The type of model used is unclear, but reported results for the post-intervention period indicated CFS had significantly
increased in surrounding areas for a number of crime categories including traffic (intervention parameter b=0.48, SE=0.10),
physical disorder (b=0.15, SE=0.04), assistance (b=0.09, SE=0.03) and drug crime (b=0,06, SE=0.03). For the two
intervention periods, only physical disorder (b=0.15, SE=0.05 - in phase one) and traffic (b=0.30, SE=0.13 - in phase two)
showed significant increases.
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Lawton, B.A., Taylor, R.B. &
Luongo, A.J. (2005). Police
Officers on Drug Corners in
Philadelphia, Drug Crime,
and Violent Crime: Intended,
Diffusion, and Displacement
Impacts. Justice Quarterly,
22 (4), 427-451.

Time series analyses were performed separately for the action, control and catchment areas, and also for violent and drug
crimes. In each case, the crime counts per week were considered, with 121 weeks considered before and 18 weeks after
the intervention had been implemented. Treatment area effects: An ARIMA (1,0,1) model provided the best fit and its
results showed violent crime had significantly reduced (b=-.99, SE=0.26, p<.001). Significant reductions were also found for
drug crime, both when using an ARIMA (1,0,1) model (b=-2.96, SE=0.59, p<.001) and an ARIMA (1,0,0) model (b=-2.93,
SE=0.56, p<.001) - the authors argued that neither model was superior, so both sets of findings were reported. Control and
catchment area effects: For violent crime, the ARIMA (1,0,1) model showed no significant effects for the control area (b=0.64, SE=0.41, ns) but a significant reduction for the catchment area (b=-0.363, SE=0.15, p<.05), providing evidence for
diffusion of benefit. For drug crime, different pictures emerge when using alternative models. The ARIMA (1,0,1) model is
indicative of displacement, with no significant effects reported for the control area (b=0.54, SE=0.46, ns) but significant
increases in the catchment area (b=0.71, SE=0.16, p<.001). On the other hand, the ARIMA (1,0,0) model indicated that,
while no significant effects could be detected for the control area (b=-0.30, SE=0.42, ns), drug crime significantly decreased
in the catchment area (b=-0.89, SE=0.41, p<.05), which is indicative of diffusion of benefit.

McCabe, James E. (2009).
The Narcotics Initiative: An
Examination of the NYPD
Approach to Drug
Enforcement, 1995-2001.
Criminal Justice Policy
Review, 20, 170-187.

The initiative was implemented in two phases, each in different police precincts, and its effectiveness was measured using
hierarchical linear modelling (which allows for the simultaneous examination of individual precincts' time series). Treatment
area effects: Three output measures were examined, namely the rates for Part I recorded crime, controlled substance
arrests and marijuana arrests. Significant reductions in Part I crime rates were observed during phase one (b=-28.06,
SE=10.40, t=-2.70, p<.05) but not during phase two of the intervention (b=2.55, SE=8.03, t=0.32, ns). No significant
changes in the rate of controlled substance arrests were reported, either during phase one (b=-5.85, SE=3.93, t=-1.49, ns)
nor phase two (b=2.49, SE=3.59, t=0.69, ns). Significant reductions in the marijuana arrest rates were observed for phase
one (b=23.56, SE=5.67, t=4.16, p<.01) but not for phase two (b=13.01, SE=6.68, t=1.95, ns). Catchment area effects: For
Part I crime, no changes were observed during phase one (b=-5.09, SE=5.89, t=-0.86, ns) but significant increases were
apparent during phase two (b=18.70, SE=5.82, t=3.21, p<.01). No significant changes in the number of controlled
substance arrests in the catchment areas were reported, either during phase one (b=4.55, SE=4.52, t=1.01, ns) nor phase
two (b=-5.30, SE=4.32, t=-1.23, ns). The same pattern was observed in relation to marijuana arrest rates, with no significant
effects detected either during phase one (b=2.65, SE=2.49, t=1.06, ns) nor phase two (b=1.97, SE=2.89, t=0.68, ns).

Novak, K.J. Hartman, J.L.,
Holsinger, A.M. & Turner,
M.G. (1999). The Effects of
Aggressive Policing of
Disorder on Serious Crime,
Policing: An International
Journal of Police Strategies
& Management, 22 (2), 171190.

Interrupted time series analyses were performed for each of four areas (i.e. action, control, buffer around action and buffer
around control) and two crime types (i.e. robbery and aggravated burglary). Treatment area effects: No significant effects
were reported for either crime type. This was the case regardless of the model employed, namely: zero-order transfer
function for abrupt, permanent effects; first-order transfer function for gradual, permanent effects; and first order transfer
(pulse) function to a differenced series for abrupt, temporary effects (due to the lack of significant effects and the large
number of coefficients, these are not reported here; see Table II on p. 184 in original paper). Control and catchment area
effects: Again, no significant effects were observed, regardless of crime type, area type or time series model. The authors
stated the patterns observed may be due to a lack of statistical power, resulting from low crime counts.
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Priest, T. B. & Brown Carter,
D. (2002). Communityoriented policing: Assessing
a police saturation operation
(from policing and community
partnerships, P 111-124,
2000, dennis J. stevens, ed.,
-- see NCJ-194083).
Retrieved from
http://www.policetrainings
Ratcliffe, J. & T. Makkai.
(2004). Diffusion of Benefits:
Evaluating a Policing
Operation. Trends & Issues
in Crime and Criminal
Justice, 278, Australian
Institute of Criminology,
Canberra.

Weekly crime counts were compared before and after the intervention (9 weeks in each period), in relation to all crime,
violence, property crime and other crime. Treatment area effects: Although the mean weekly counts went down for all
crime categories examined, these differences were not significant (all crime down from 16.89 to 15.00 incidents per week,
F=0.801; violence down 5.22 to 4.55, F=0.401; property down 8.33 to 7.22, F=0.557; other down 3.33 to 3.22, F=0.015).
Catchment area effects: No significant effects were found in the catchment areas either but the trends varied across crime
types as follows: all crime increased from 5.00 to 5.22 incidents per week (F=0.028); violent crime decreased from 2.33 to
1.56 (F=0.699); property crime went up from 1.77 to 2.44 (F=1.469); and other crime also increased from 1.00 to 1.22
incidents per week (F=0.113).

Roman, C., Cahill, M.,
Coggeshall, M., Lagerson, E.
& Courtney, S. (2005). Weed
and seed initiative and crime
displacement in south
Florida: An examination of
spatial displacement
associated with crime control
initiatives and the
redevelopment of public
housing

Time series models were used to measure the effect of the intervention on the monthly crime counts for violence and drugrelated incidents, separately for the action, control and catchment areas. All time series were differenced on lag 1 to remove
non-seasonal trends and, in most cases, also differenced on lag 12 to remove the seasonal trend. Adjustments were made
for varying month lengths and log transformations were also applied. The pre- and post-intervention periods lasted 48
months each (pre 1995-1998; post 1999-2003). Treatment area effects: No significant effects were found for violent crime
(best fit step function, b=0.92, SE=0.04, ns), whereas drug-related incidents increased following the intervention (3-month
decay function, b=2.21, SE=0.42, p<.05). Control and catchment area effects: For violent crime, significant reductions
were observed both in the control (step function, b=0.88, SE=0.05, p<.05) and the catchment area (step function, b=0.72,
0.07, p<.05). For drug-related crime, no significant changes were observed for either the control (step function, b=1.66,
SE=0.47, ns) nor the catchment area (pulse function, b=1.31, SE=0.45, ns).
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One-way ANOVA tests were used to compare weekly crime counts were compared before (113 weeks) and after (88) the
intervention, in relation to burglary and car crime. Treatment area effects: Significant reductions were reported both in
relation to burglary (down from 144 to 114 crimes per week, F=47.45, p<.01) and car crime (down from 93 to 82 crimes per
week, F=13.82, p<.01). Catchment area effects: Significant reductions were reported both in relation to burglary (down
from 54 to 49 crimes per week, F=9.56, p<.01) and car crime (down from 37 to 33 crimes per week, Welch=8.10, p<.05),
which indicates the benefits of the intervention were diffused to neighbouring areas.

Smith, M. R. (2001). Policeled crackdowns and
cleanups: An evaluation of a
crime control initiative in
Richmond, Virginia. Crime
and Delinquency, 47 (1), 6083.

Weekly crime counts were compare pre- (26 weeks) and post-intervention (4) for four areas (one target, three catchment)
and three crime types (total Part I offences, violent crime and property crime). Treatment area effects: Significant
reductions were observed for total Part I offences (down from 2.35 crimes per week to 0.25, t=-2.61, p<.05) and violent
crime (down from 0.58 to 0.00, t=-4.186, p<.01) but not for property crime (down from 1.77 to 0.25, t=-1.85, ns). Catchment
area effects: In the first catchment area, no significant effects were found for either total Part I offences (down from 1.27 to
1.00, t=-0.37, ns), violent crime (down from 0.54 to 0.25, t=-0.45, ns) nor property crime (down from 0.73 to 0.50, t=-0.51,
ns). In the second catchment area, significant reductions were observed for total Part I crime offences (down from 5.42 to
2.25, t=2.03, p<.05) and violent crime (down from 1.15 to 0.00, t=5.25, p<.01) but not for property crime (down from 4.27 to
2.25, t=-1.54, ns). In the third catchment area, no significant changes were observed for either crime type: total Part I
offences (down from 4.04 to 2.25, t=-1.62, ns); violent crime (up from 0.73 to 0.75, t=0.04, ns); and property crime (down
from 3.30 to 1.30, t=-1.93, ns).

Weisburd, D., & Green, L.
(1995). Policing drug hot
spots: The Jersey City Drug
Market Analysis experiment.
Justice Quarterly, 12 (4),
711-742.

Mixed model ANOVA tests were used to examine the interaction between group (treatment vs. control) and block (very
high arrest and call activity vs. high vs. medium vs. low activity). The dependent variable was the mean change in the
number of calls for service for eight different crime categories: violence; property; disorder (also broken down into nuisance,
suspicious persons, public morals and assistance); and narcotics. A unique sums of squares methods was employed, with
15 degrees of freedom for explained variance and 40 for residual. Treatment area effects: Significant effects were found
for nuisance (Treatment=9.14, Control=25.39; p=.007), suspicious persons (T=-0.11, C=5.96; p=.001), and public morals
(T=-2.14, C=0.89; p=.032). Catchment area effects: Significant differences between the groups were found for public
morals (Buffer around T=-11.32, Buffer around C=0.68; p=.001) and narcotics (Buffer around T=-5.25, Buffer around
C=18.14; p=.015).
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Weisburd, D., Wyckoff, L.A.,
Ready, J., Eck, J.E., Hinkle,
J.C. & Gajewski, F. (2006).
Does crime just move around
the corner? A controlled
study of spatial displacement
and diffusion of crime control
benefits. Criminology: An
Interdisciplinary Journal, 4

The number of prostitution-, drug- and disorder-related events per observation were compared pre- (30 days), during (182
for prostitution, 212 for drugs/disorder) and post-intervention (61 for prostitution, 31 for drugs/disorder). Treatment area
effects: For prostitution, significant reductions were observed both during (i.e. as compared to the pre-intervention period;
down from 2.96 events per observation to 1.04; t=-3.20, p<.01 - t adjusted for citywide trends in emergency calls for service
for disorder) and post-intervention (1.17 events per observation; t=-3.59, p<.001). For drugs, significant reductions were
observed both during (down from 1.30 to 0.40; t=-2.39, p<.05) and post-intervention (0.14 events per observation; t=-3.40,
p<.001). For disorder, significant reductions were observed both during (down from 4.10 to 0.91; t=-3.86, p<.001) and postintervention (0.75 events per observation; t=-4.76, p<.001). Catchment area effects: There were two catchment areas:
one covering the street block surrounding the action areas; the other surrounding the first catchment area, also one block
wide. For prostitution, significant reductions were observed during the intervention in the first catchment area (down from
1.01 to 0.26, t=-2.18, p<.05) but not in the second (down from 0.37 to 0.11, t=-1.64, ns); however, significant reductions
were observed in both catchment areas when comparing the post- and the pre-intervention periods (catchment area 1 had
0.24 events per observation, t=-3.01, p<.01; catchment area 2 had 0.07, t= -2.70, p<.01). For drugs, no significant changes
were observed, either during (catchment area 1 down from 0.18 to 0.06, t=-0.60, ns; catchment area 2 down from 0.31 to
0.04, t= -1.34, ns) nor after the intervention (catchment area 1 had 0.06 events per observation, t=-0.53, ns; catchment area
2 had 0.01, t= -1.50, ns). For disorder, significant changes were observed, both during (catchment area 1 down from 2.54 to
0.53, t=-2.88, p<.01; catchment area 2 down from 1.33 to 0.36, t= -3.17, p<.01) and after the intervention (catchment area 1
had 0.39 events per observation, t=-3.69, p<.001; catchment area 2 had 0.21, t= -4.55, p<.001).

Braga, A. A. & Bond, B. J.
(2008), Policing crime and
disorder hot spots: A
randomized controlled trial.
Criminology: An
Interdisciplinary Journal, 46
(3), 577-607.

Poisson regression analyses were performed to measure the effect of the intervention on both action and catchment areas,
for six types of calls for service (assault, robbery, burglary/breaking and entering, larceny/theft, disorder/nuisance and total
calls). Treatment area effects: Significant reductions were observed for assault (b=-4.418, SE=0.102, Z=-4.10, p<.01),
robbery (b=-0.541, SE=0.254, Z=-2.13, p<.05), burglary/breaking and entering (b=-0.438, SE=0.118, Z=-3.69, p<.01) and
total calls (b=-0.220, SE=0.084, Z=-2.60, p<.01) but not for larceny/theft (b=-0.113, SE=0.076, Z=-1.48, p=.139) nor
disorder/nuisance (b=-0.169, SE=0.106, Z=-1.75, p=0.081). Catchment area effects: No significant effects were found for
any of the call types examined (Z values ranged from 0.46 to 1.50; see Table 4, p. 598, in original paper for all the test
statistics).
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Braga, A. A., Weisburd, D.
L., Waring, E. J., Mazerolle,
L. G., Spelman, W. &
Gajewski, F. (1999),
Problem-oriented policing in
violent crime places: A
randomized controlled
experiment. Criminology, 37
(3), 541-580.

Regression analyses were performed to measure the effect of the intervention on both action and two-block catchment
areas, for five types of calls for service (CFS; robbery, street fight, property, disorder/nuisance and narcotics) and five
(equivalent) types of recorded crime or arrests (robbery, non-domestic assault, property, disorder/vandalism and narcotics
arrests). Treatment area effects: Significant reductions were observed for street fight calls (b=-0.599, X2=5.793, p<.05),
property calls (b=-0.196, X2=7.150, p<.01), narcotics calls (b=-0.258, X2=8.694, p<.01), recorded robbery (b=-0.631,
X2=4.607, p<.05) and recorded property crimes (b=-0.519, X2=25.591, p<.001; see Table 4, p. 563, in original paper for all
the test statistics). Significant reductions were also found when all criminal incidents and all calls for services were
considered as aggregated data sets (criminal incidents b=-.386, X2=39.976, p<.01; CFS b=-0.151, X2=18.289, p<.001; see
Table 3, p. 562). Catchment area effects: Significant reductions were observed for disorder/nuisance calls (b=-0.112,
X2=4.547, p<.05), recorded assault (this includes domestic incidents though; b=-0.219, X2=5.651, p<.05) and also for all
aggregated calls (b=-0.086, X2=11.276, p<.001). A significant increase in recorded property crime was also observed
(b=0.181, X2=8.335, p<.01; see Table 7, p. 568, for more test statistics).

Farrell, G., Chenery, S. &
Pease K. (1998),
Consolidating police
crackdowns: Findings from
an anti-burglary project.
Police Research Series
Paper 113, London, UK.

One-way ANOVA tests were used to compare the monthly burglary counts between the action, control and catchment
areas, at three different time points (i.e. pre-, during and post-intervention). Significant differences could be found among
the three areas, both before (Action=44.9, Catchment=41.4, Control=21.0; F=35.7, p<.001; Newman-Keuls - all pairwise
differences significant except for Action vs. Catchment) and during the intervention (Action=48.7, Catchment=35.1,
Control=21.1; F=24.5, p<.001; Newman-Keuls - all pairwise differences significant). After the intervention, however, no
significant differences could be found among the three areas (Action=18.5, Catchment=20.6, Control=17.4; F=0.9, ns;
Newman-Keuls - all pairwise differences non-significant).

Segrave, Marie & Collins,
Lisa (2005), Evaluation of a
suburban crime prevention
team, Technical and
background paper series, 14,
Australian Institute of
Criminology, Canberra.

Weekly crime rates were compared before (26 weeks) and after (26) the intervention in relation to violence, property crime
and disorder. In each case, the action area was compared to a control area as well as three contiguous areas. Treatment
area effects: No significant effects were found for either crime type (violence down from 0.9 to 0.6 crimes per week,
F=1.39, p=0.24; property crime up from 7.7 to 9.8, F=3.12, p=0.08; disorder down from 2.8 to 2.4, F=0.80, p=0.38). Control
and catchment area effects: No significant effects were found for the control area in relation to either crime type (violence
down from 1.1 to 0.8 crimes per week, F=1.06, p=0.31; property crime up from 8.1 to 9.4, F=1.16, p=0.29; disorder up from
2.9 to 3.3, F=0.48, p=0.49). For violence, a marginally significant increase was observed in the second catchment area
(going from 0.8 to 1.5 crimes per week, F=3.98, p=0.05) with no significant differences found for either the first (down from
0.6 to 0.4, F=0.74, p=0.39) nor the third catchment area (down from 1.3 to 1.2, F=0.07, p=0.79). In relation to property
crime, a significant increase was observed in the third catchment area (going from 7.8 to 12.3 crimes per week, F=5.77,
p<.05) but not in the first (down from 7.3 to 5.6, F=1.63, p=0.21) nor the second catchment area (up from 13.8 to 16.3,
F=1.74, p=0.19). For disorder, a significant increase was observed in the second catchment area (going from 5.1 to 7.0
crimes per week, F=4.84, p<.05) with no significant differences found for either the first (down from 2.4 to 1.5, F=3.03,
p=0.09) nor the third catchment area (up from 3.2 to 4.9, F=2.20, p=0.14).
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Sherman, L.W. & Rogan,
D.P. (1995). Effects of Gun
Seizures on Gun Violence:
Hot Spots Patrol in Kansas
City. Justice Quarterly, 12, p.
673.

Both t test and time series analyses were performed to measure the impact of the initiative on gun crimes. Treatment area
effects: Crime counts significantly decreased from 169 in the 29 weeks prior to the intervention to 86 in the 29-week postintervention period (t=-3.296, p<.01). Time series analyses revealed similar results (b=-2.558, SE=0.613, p<.05). Control
and catchment area effects: The impact of the intervention on the control area was non-significant (crime count up from
184 to 192, t=0.279, p=0.781; b=-0.751, SE=0.080, ns). No significant differences were observed for any of the seven
contiguous police beats when t tests were used (all seven areas aggregated contained 764 crimes before and 816 crimes
after the intervention; t=0.62, p=0.537; individual comparisons had p values ranging from 0.143 to 0.869). Time series
analyses indicated that no significant effects could be detected when all seven beats were aggregated (b=-2.577,
SE=1.945, ns) although, when disaggregated, significant reductions were observed for two of the beats (beat141 b=-0.981,
SE=0.479, p<.05; beat 143 b=-0.692, SE=0.353, p<.05).

Wagers, M. (2007), Broken
windows policing: The LAPD
experience, Ph.D. diss.,
Rutgers The State University
of New Jersey - Newark.

Mean monthly count of Part I crimes were compared one year before and one year after the intervention, separately for the
action and a buffer area. Treatment area effects: A significant decrease was observed (from 158.08 to 116.17 crimes per
month, t(22)=6.91, p<.001). Catchment area effects: Although the mean monthly crime count decreased (from 118.08 to
103.83), this difference failed to achieve significance (t(22)=1.55, p=0.135).
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Table 5: Summary of the evaluation designs of the studies in the meta-analysis
RCT

Periods

Control areas

No

Before,
during and
after

One area selected

Braga & Bond
(2008)

Yes

Before,after

Yes

Braga et al
(1999)
Cummings
(2006)
Ebsensen (1987)

Yes

Before, after

17 control areas
(collapsed data
available for
analysis)
12 control areas

No

Before,
during
Before,
during

One area selected

No

One area selected
as control; one
area as catchment
control
One area selected

Allat (1984)

No

Catchment
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13. Figures
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Figure 1 Individual effect size estimates and confidence intervals for the best case scenario across the 16 studies (Left panel), and a scatter plot
showing the effect size estimates and confidence intervals for the treatment areas plotted against those for the catchment areas (Right panel)
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Figure 2 Individual effect size estimates and confidence intervals for the worst case scenario across the 15 studies (Left panel), and a scatter plot
showing the effect size estimates and confidence intervals for the treatment areas plotted against those for the catchment areas (Right panel)
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data for this study are included in the best case- but not worst-case scenario. For the treatment OR a fixed effects model was used.
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Figure 3 Weighted mean effect size estimates and confidence intervals for all studies for 200 of the 1000 Monte Carlo re-samples, and a
summary of the distribution for the 1000 samples (Left panel: Treatment areas; Right panel: Catchment areas).
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Figure 4 Individual effect size estimates and confidence intervals for the best case scenario across the 5 RCT studies (Left panel), and a scatter
plot showing the effect size estimates and confidence intervals for the treatment areas plotted against those for the catchment areas (Right panel)
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Figure 5 Individual effect size estimates and confidence intervals for the worst case scenario across the 4 RCT studies (Left panel), and a scatter
plot showing the effect size estimates and confidence intervals for the treatment areas plotted against those for the catchment areas (Right panel)
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data for this study are included in the best case- but not worst-case scenario.
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Figure 6 Individual effect size estimates and confidence intervals for the best case scenario across the five quasi-experimental studies for which
there was a treatment effect (Left panel), and a scatter plot showing the effect size estimates and confidence intervals for the treatment areas
plotted against those for the catchment areas (Right panel)
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Figure 7 Individual effect size estimates and confidence intervals for the worst case scenario across the five quasi-experimental studies for which
there was a treatment effect (Left panel), and a scatter plot showing the effect size estimates and confidence intervals for the treatment areas
plotted against those for the catchment areas (Right panel)
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Figure 8 Weighted mean effect size estimates and confidence intervals for the Quasi-Experimental studies that show a treatment effect for the 8
possible permutations, and a summary of that distribution (Left panel: Treatment areas; Right panel: Catchment areas).
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Figure 9 Weighted mean effect size estimates and confidence intervals for Quasi-Experimental studies for 200 of the 1000 Monte Carlo resamples, and a summary of the distribution for the 1000 samples (Left panel: Treatment areas; Right panel: Catchment areas).
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Figure 10 Monthly counts in treatment and catchment control areas for studies which report both
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Figure 11 Individual effect size estimates and confidence intervals computed using the catchment control areas for those studies that collected
data for both treatment and catchment control areas
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Figure 12 Individual effect size estimates and confidence intervals computed using the treatment control areas for those studies that collected
data for both treatment and catchment control areas
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Figure 13 Individual effect size estimates and confidence intervals for the best case scenario for the seven studies that were categorized as large
(Left panel), and a scatter plot showing the effect size estimates and confidence intervals for the treatment areas plotted against those for the
catchment areas (Right panel)
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Figure 14 Individual effect size estimates and confidence intervals for the worst case scenario for the seven studies that were categorized as large
(Left panel), and a scatter plot showing the effect size estimates and confidence intervals for the treatment areas plotted against those for the
catchment areas (Right panel)
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Figure 15 Weighted mean effect size estimates and confidence intervals for studies for which the geographical range of the intervention was
categorized as large. Results are for 200 of the 720 possible permutations of the data, and a summary of the distribution for the 720 permutations
(Left panel: Treatment areas; Right panel: Catchment areas).
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Figure 16 Individual effect size estimates and confidence intervals for the best case scenario for the six studies that were categorized as medium
(Left panel), and a scatter plot showing the effect size estimates and confidence intervals for the treatment areas plotted against those for the
catchment areas (Right panel)
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Figure 17 Individual effect size estimates and confidence intervals for the worst case scenario for the six studies that were categorized as
medium (Left panel), and a scatter plot showing the effect size estimates and confidence intervals for the treatment areas plotted against those for
the catchment areas (Right panel)
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Figure 18 Weighted mean effect size estimates and confidence intervals for studies for which the geographical range of the intervention was
categorized as medium. Results are for all 16 possible permutations of the data, and a summary of the distribution (Left panel: Treatment areas;
Right panel: Catchment areas).
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Figure 19 Individual effect size estimates and confidence intervals for the best case scenario for the three studies that were categorized as small
(Left panel), and a scatter plot showing the effect size estimates and confidence intervals for the treatment areas plotted against those for the
catchment areas (Right panel)
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Figure 20 Individual effect size estimates and confidence intervals for the worst case scenario for the three studies that were categorized as small
(Left panel), and a scatter plot showing the effect size estimates and confidence intervals for the treatment areas plotted against those for the
catchment areas (Right panel)
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Figure 21 Weighted mean effect size estimates and confidence intervals for studies for which the geographical range of the intervention was
categorized as small. Results are for all six possible permutations of the data, and a summary of the distribution for all permutations (Left panel:
Treatment areas; Right panel: Catchment areas).
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Figure 22 Individual effect size estimates and confidence intervals for the best case scenario for evaluations of POP or community policing
interventions (Left panel), and a scatter plot showing the effect size estimates and confidence intervals for the treatment areas plotted against
those for the catchment areas (Right panel)
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Figure 23 Individual effect size estimates and confidence intervals for the worst case scenario for evaluations of POP or community policing
interventions (Left panel), and a scatter plot showing the effect size estimates and confidence intervals for the treatment areas plotted against
those for the catchment areas (Right panel)
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Figure 24 Weighted mean effect size estimates and confidence intervals for evaluations of POP or community policing interventions. Results
are for all 18 possible permutations of the data, and a summary of the distribution for all permutations (Left panel: Treatment areas; Right panel:
Catchment areas).
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Figure 25 Individual effect size estimates and confidence intervals for the best case scenario for evaluations of geographically focused
interventions that employ increased manpower (Left panel), and a scatter plot showing the effect size estimates and confidence intervals for the
treatment areas plotted against those for the catchment areas (Right panel)
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Figure 26 Individual effect size estimates and confidence intervals for the worst case scenario for evaluations of geographically focused
interventions that employ increased manpower (Left panel), and a scatter plot showing the effect size estimates and confidence intervals for the
treatment areas plotted against those for the catchment areas (Right panel)
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Figure 27 Weighted mean effect size estimates and confidence intervals for evaluations of geographically focused interventions that employ
increased manpower. Results are for all 480 possible permutations of the data, and a summary of the distribution for all permutations (Left
panel: Treatment areas; Right panel: Catchment areas).
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Figure 28 Individual effect size estimates and confidence intervals for the best case scenario for evaluations of police-led initiatives that employ
―other‖ types of interventions (Left panel), and a scatter plot showing the effect size estimates and confidence intervals for the treatment areas
plotted against those for the catchment areas (Right panel)
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Figure 29 Individual effect size estimates and confidence intervals for the worst case scenario for evaluations of police-led initiatives that
employ ―other‖ types of interventions (Left panel), and a scatter plot showing the effect size estimates and confidence intervals for the treatment
areas plotted against those for the catchment areas (Right panel)
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Figure 30 Weighted mean effect size estimates and confidence intervals for evaluations of police-led initiatives that employ ―other‖ types of
interventions. Results are for all 8 possible permutations of the data, and a summary of the distribution for all permutations (Left panel:
Treatment areas; Right panel: Catchment areas).
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Figure 31 Funnel plots with trim and fill imputations for:
a) Best case scenario for treatment areas

b) Worst case scenario for treatment areas
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Figure 32 Point estimates of the Total Net Effect (TNE) for 36 observations (from 16 studies)
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Figure 33 Best and worst case scenarios for the weighted displacement quotient analysis (Note: values above one show a possible diffusion of
benefit, values less than one potential displacement)
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Note: In the case of Weisburd and Green (1995), count data were only available for the treatment and catchment areas for public morals disorder for which reductions were
observed in both the treatment and catchment areas. Data for the other types of offenses, for which reductions were not observed in both areas, were unavailable. Hence, the
data for this study are included in the best case- but not worst-case scenario.
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Figure 34 Proportional Change Pre to Post test for treatment and catchment areas (N=36)
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Figure 35 Proportional Change Pre to Post test for treatment and catchment areas by initiative coverage
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14. Appendix A: Explanation of the areas used in displacement/diffusion analysis
Area Type
Treatment area
Catchment area

Control area
Catchment control
area

Definition
The area receiving the focused policing initiative resources.
The area to which it is hypothesized any crime prevented by the
treatment maybe displaced; or which receives spin-off benefits due to
the activity in the treatment area.
A comparison area in which there is no treatment.
A comparison area specifically designed for the catchment area.

These diagrams illustrate possible configurations of the types of area used in this analysis. In the
first example there is a concentric catchment area surrounding the treatment area, and one separate
control area which is used in estimating the effect sizes for both the catchment area (giving the
displacement/diffusion effect) and the treatment area (giving the size of the treatment effect).

Catchment area

Treatment area

Control
area

In the second example, the catchment area does not fully surround the treatment area. Here there is
also a catchment control area. Here, the basic control is used to estimate the effect size in the
treatment area and the catchment control is used to estimate the displacement or diffusion effect in
the catchment area.

Catchment area

Treatment area

Control
area

Catchment control area
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Appendix B: Results of the Online Database Search
Displacement/diffu
sion AND Focused
policing initiative

Search Terms
Displacement/diffusion
AND Focused policing
initiative AND police
AND evaluation

2,400
464
774

398
46
143

333
44
127

314
30
124

701

66

64

47

3,887
22,330
5,825
13,311
7,331

388
1,082
72
847
34

368
576
47
475
14

363

18,581
22,900

708
36
212

179
9

168
2

Displacement/
diffusion

Database
Criminal Justice Periodicals
Criminal Justice Abstracts
Criminology: A SAGE full
text Collection
National Criminal Justice
Reference Service (NCJRS)
Abstracts
HeinOnline
JSTOR
Sociological Abstracts
Social Sciences Full Text
Social Science Citation
Index
PsycINFO
Dissertations and Theses
Electronic Theses Online
Service (EThOS)
Index to Theses
Australasian Digital Theses
Program
Government Publications
Office, Monthly Catalog
(GPO Monthly)
Australian Institute of
Criminology – CINCH
database*
National Improvement
Policing Agency (NPIA)
National Police Library
SCOPUS
IBSS (International
Bibliography of Social
Sciences)

Displacement/diffusion
AND Focused policing
initiative AND police
AND evaluation

39
437
10

35
26
526

38

193

22

210
4

185
4

824

104

484,855
3,580

5,097
6

Note (1) the displacement/diffusion search term refers to the following Boolean search; displac* OR "diffusion of benefit" OR
"diffusion of benefits" OR "multiplier effect" OR "free side benefit" OR "halo effect" OR spill over*" OR "free rider effect" OR
"bonus effect" OR "spill-over" (2) the focused policing initiative search term refers to the following Boolean search; "hot spot
policing" OR "hot spots policing" OR crackdown* OR "problem oriented policing" OR "problem solving" OR "focused policing" OR
"targeted policing" OR "directed patrol" OR "enforcement swamping" OR "intelligence led policing" OR "broken windows" OR
"compstat" OR "community policing" (3) the police search term refers to the following Boolean search; police OR policing OR law
enforcement (4) the evaluation search term refers to the following Boolean search; evaluat* OR assessment OR impact OR test.
Note that not all databases allowed for a search which combined all 4 of the search word groupings. This included Index to Theses,
Australasian Digital Theses Program, GPO Monthly, CINCH and the NPIA library. These databases were searched using just the
displacement/diffusion or policing terms. The JSTOR database did not have enough search fields to include all 4 word groupings so
only displacement/diffusion, focused policing initiative and police terms were used.
* The displacement/diffusion and focused policing initiative terms were entered separately into this database. The abstracts of all 862
articles identified in this search were checked for relevance. Note that there was some degree of overlap in this search because the
same article could be identified by more than one keyword.
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Appendix C: Flow chart to show the reduction of studies in the search process

2734 studies picked up in database
search
Removal of identical papers, those not
evaluating policing interventions or
lacking any quantitative measure of
crime
88 studies
from
bibliography
search

32
studies
from
forward
search

20 studies
from
organization
websites

103 studies
from
databases

5 studies
from
policing
agencies

18
studies
from
hand
search

23
studies
from
other
sources

0 met
criteria

6 met
criteria

6 met
criteria

Examined against criteria
24 met
criteria

0 met
criteria

5 met
criteria

38 met
criteria

79 met the criteria across all searches
In 27 cases the study presented
findings that were reported elsewhere,
and were removed to avoid
duplication. In a further 8 cases, the
study met the criteria but the figures
could not be sourced.
44 final studies used in review
Assessment of level of quantitative
information available
16 in meta-analysis,
proportional analysis
and narrative review
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20 used in proportional analysis and
narrative review

8 used in narrative
review only

Appendix D: Narrative descriptions of eligible studies
1. Studies included in the Meta-analysis
1. Allat (1984)
Description of Intervention: Improvement of residential security for an entire difficult to let estate
was implemented. The exercise was confined to the installation of ground floor security devices and
no structural changes were made to the dwellings; aim was to secure all ground floor points of entry
against burglary. The target, Scotswood, was subject to intensive security enhancements.
Policing Model/Strategy: Police-Led Environmental Improvement
Study Location(s) (Country, State, City): England, Newcastle upon Tyne, Scotswood
(Northumberland County)
Context: Residential. The houses were built between the wars and the control in the post-war
period, estate targeted was overwhelmingly comprised/council owned properties. Target estate had
higher crime rate, a higher rate of tenancy turnover, and more households depended upon the state
for income.
Area Size: Medium. 792 dwellings of a selected target estate.
Authors Findings: Effective. Benign displacement observed.
2. Braga and Bond (2008)
Description of Intervention: The intervention used the S.A.R.A. model with a resulting treatment of
specific problem-oriented tactics that could be broadly categorized as a "policing disorder" strategy.
The intervention lasted for a period of one year, ending on Aug. 31, 2006. Situational interventions
were implemented at all 17 treatment places with an average of 4.4 situational strategies deployed
per location. The 3 isolated/exhaustive crime-prevention mechanisms examined were (1)
misdemeanor arrests, (2) situational prevention strategies (3) social service strategies in both
treatment and control places.
Policing Model/Strategy: Problem-oriented Policing
Study Location(s) (Country, State, City): United States, Massachusetts, Lowell
Context: Multiple. Lowell is a small city that is about 30 miles N.E. of Boston.
Area Size: Small. Intervention targeted hotspot areas < .5 sq mi in size that covered 2.7 percent of
the total 14.5 square miles of the city Lowell. The city has a resident population of 105,000.
Authors Findings: No significant displacement or diffusion observed.
3. Braga et al (1999)
Description of Intervention: The intervention was the result of collaboration between the Jersey
City Police Department (JCPD) and researchers from Rutgers University, Center for Crime
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Prevention Studies and was sponsored by the U.S. National Institute of Justice to implement and
evaluate an innovative response to urban violent crime. The program combined the hot-spots and
problem-oriented policing approach to control violent places. Mapping identified violent crime hot
spots and 11 officers of the Violent Crimes Unit (VCU) were responsible for development of
appropriate problem-oriented strategies to combat crimes at these places using the S.A.R.A. model.
Policing Model/Strategy: Problem-oriented Policing
Study Location(s) (Country, State, City): United States, New Jersey, Jersey City
Context: Multiple. Major urban metropolitan area separated from New York City by the Hudson
River. Targeted areas were residential with some commercial businesses.
Area Size: Medium. Hotspots consisted of 268 intersections & street segments (6% of the total in
Jersey City). These were grouped into 24 places matched into 12 homogeneous blocks.
Authors Findings: No Displacement observed. Diffusion observed.
4. Cummings (2006)
Description of Intervention: Western Australian Government launched the Burglar Beware
Campaign in the Perth (Metropolitan Area) operating within the State Community Safety & Crime
Prevention Strategy, and overseen by the Office of Crime Prevention. The latter provided funding of
$150,000 for 2 Burglary Reduction Pilots to run for 12 months (Nov.2003-Oct. 2004). "Bentley" &
"Morley" were selected as the 2 pilots for this initiative also known as Operation Burglary
Countdown.
Policing Model/Strategy: Victim-oriented Policing
Study Location(s) (Country, State, City): Australia, Western Australia, Perth (Metropolitan Area)
Context The study focused on three areas to develop key evaluations regarding the impact that
Operation Burglary Countdown had on the "level of repeat victimization" as one component in the
overall program. This was implemented in residential areas.
Area Size: Large. Intervention Area in Bentley was 7 Suburbs and the area in Morley was 5
Suburbs.
Authors Findings: Mixed findings. Displacement and diffusion observed.
5. Esbensen (1987)
Description of Intervention: Intervention consisting of a 2 year-long evaluation of an experimental
foot patrol program. Interviews with merchants in the foot patrol area and in a comparison
community were conducted shortly after implementation of foot patrol program; a second sample of
merchants interviewed once program had been in operation for 2 years.
Foot patrol program resulted in the division of the business district of this town to be divided into 3
beats with one officer assigned per beat and one officer serving as a rover. Four designated officers
went on their beats at 10:00am with foot patrol officers on duty from 9:00am to 6:00pm.
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Policing Model/Strategy: Foot patrol
Study Location(s) (Country, State, City): United States, Southeastern city. Specific location not
given.
Context: Commercial. Area consisted primarily of the old downtown business district composed of
specialty shops, small retail outlets and banks. One specific location within foot patrol area was
further characterized by second hand shops, thrift shops, bars, & adult entertainment areas. The
project occurred in a medium-sized southeastern city with a diverse social and economic base. Unemployment rates were lower than national average. The police department in this city was medium
sized with 166 allocated positions (all but 32 for sworn officers) and a budget of $4.4 million for the
fiscal year 1983-84.
Area Size: Small. Business district divided into 3 beats; each beat the size of approximately 5 city
blocks, with a 1980 population of 54,000.
Authors Findings: Displacement not observed.
6. Farrell et al (1988)
Description of Intervention: As part of the Leeds Safer Cities initiative this project involved a
police crackdown on known prolific local burglars which followed from the development of an area
offender profile. The initiative was carried out in two phases. Phase 1, which began in 1995,
consisted on a police crackdown on prolific, known burglary offenders. Phase 2 began in February
of 1996 and consolidated efforts from the first phase with multi-agency collaboration and involved
drip-feeding prevention resources to the victims known to be at risk in addition to the continued
targeting of offenders.
Policing Model/Strategy: Police Crackdown; Offender focused
Study Location(s) (Country, State, City): United Kingdom, Leeds, Killingbeck, Seacroft Estate,
Boggart Hill.
Context: Residential. Primarily post-war semi-detached homes, a few occupied, but the estate
comprises predominantly council-owned properties. There are a few larger residential blocks at one
end in Boggart Hill, a school on the estate is used as a community centre.
Area Size: Small. Killingbeck Division consisting of 3 areas: Boggart Hill intervention area of 6
police beats one which was the primary focus; buffer areas consisting of 4 adjacent beats and the
comparison area comprised of the 17 remaining beats of the division.
Authors Findings: Displacement not observed; Diffusion Observed
7. Grogger, J. (2002)
Description of Intervention: Several cities adopted injunctions as a means to reduce gang violence
and thus author developed neighborhood-level reported crime counts database from four police
jurisdictions within Los Angeles County. The injunctions prohibit specific persons from engaging in
particular activities within clearly defined target areas. Injunctions consist of interventions including
place-based or "hot-spot" enforcement strategies, community policing, and interagency cooperation.
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Policing Model/Strategy: Hot spots; Civil Injunctions
Study Location(s) (Country, State, City): United States, California, Los Angeles County
Context: Multiple. Intervention took place in several reporting districts in the Los Angeles Police
Department Central Division. Reporting Districts (RD's) are small geographical units similar to
census tracts; most RD's within the city of L.A. are coterminous with census tracts.
Area Size: Medium. Study evaluated 14 of 17 total locations of civil injunctions that were imposed
in L.A. County between 1993 and 1998. Three of the injunctions in the sample were in the Rampart
district, where police have been accused of corruption.
Authors Findings: No displacement observed; Diffusion Observed.
8. Higgins and Coldren (2000)
Description of Intervention: In 1996 the Chicago Police Department implemented a multi-agency
program designed to combat increasing criminal gang and narcotics activity in Chicago. Termed the
Municipal Drug and Gang Enforcement (MDGE) pilot program, 6 districts were targeted based on
geographic diversity and the presence of drug/gang activity. City assistance cooperation counsels
were placed in 3 field locations, each comprising two districts (3). The intervention was evaluated
for a 28 month period. Initial inspection process for the evaluation in the 54 targeted buildings
occurred over 4 months from January 1, 1997 to April 1997 with arterial teams inspecting buildings
on major thoroughfares and narcotics teams inspecting buildings on non-arterial streets. A total of
787 cases were reviewed by MDGE program attorneys with 740 targeted on the basis of narcotic
activity, 507 for building code violations, and 17 for disorder such as prostitution and criminal
trespassing. Due to a change in the municipal nuisance abatement code, MDGE was able to handle
cases through an administrative process rather than a formal, legal one.
Policing Model/Strategy: Problem-Oriented Policing; Civil Abatement
Study Location(s) (Country, State, City): United States, Illinois, Chicago
Context: Residential and commercial. MDGE pilot was to tackle gang and drug problem buildings
particularly non-owner occupied multi-unit dwellings these were believed to foster the gang and
drug crime problem. Located in Chicago's South Side, beginning about 4 miles from the Loop the
types of properties inspected included: commercial establishments such as retail stores, taverns, gas
stations, auto repair shops and garages. This area is bordered by the Dan Ryan Expressway on the
West, Cottage Grove Ave on the East, 35th Street on the North, and 60th Street on the South. One
of the smallest police districts in both size & population, yet district ranked in top four for highest
number of gang offenses, narcotics-related crimes, and property index crimes; this as did District 2
had the highest violent index crime rates.
Districts were demographically homogeneous, as most of its residents are black, poor with a
significant portion of the population living in the Robert Taylor Homes, one of Chicago's largest
public housing developments. Half of the buildings (n=113) were located on arterial streets with the
other half of the buildings (n=149) located on non-arterial streets.
Area Size: Large. Intervention targeted 51 to 57 properties in each of the 6 districts. The number of
targeted properties was roughly equal in 3 of 6 target districts.
Author’s Findings: Some displacement observed; Diffusion of benefits observed
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9. Mazerolle, L.G., Price, J.F. & Roehl, J. (2000)
Description of Intervention: Beat Health, a civil remedy program, was implemented to control
drug/disorder problems and restore order by focusing on the physical decay conditions of targeted
commercial establishments, private homes, and rental properties. Police worked with teams of city
agency representatives to inspect drug nuisance properties, coerce landowners to clean up blighted
properties, post "no trespassing" signs, enforce civil law codes and municipal regulatory rules, and
initiate court proceedings against property owners who fail to comply with civil law citations. The
Oakland Police Department mandated a unit to reduce drug and disorder problems across the 5
police beats in the city.
Policing Model/Strategy: Civil abatement
Study Location(s) (Country, State, City): United States, California, Oakland
Context: Multiple. The majority of cases targeted by intervention (Beat Health Unit) were identified
as residential properties, while 14 percent of the cases in the study were commercial properties.
Oakland is the 8th largest city in California and is comprised of 5 police beats operating within the
city. Street block eligibility for study occurred when a place on the block (residential
property/commercial property) was referred to the Beat Unit as having a drug and/or blight problem.
Ten Experimental sites & Seven Control Sites were completely or partially vacant.
Area Size: Large. Study used data for 100 street blocks which comprised 50 experimental sites (2 of
which were properties that were not visited by Beat Health Officers) and 50 control sites.
Authors Findings: Displacement observed.
10. McGarrell et al (2001)
Description of Intervention: Indianapolis directed patrol experiment was a 90-day project initiated
on July 15, 1997, in beats A51 & A52 (north district) and B61 & B62 (east district).
The goal of the project was to increase the number of traffic stops to a maximum level. The east
district received approximately 900 more additional patrol hours resulting in nearly 3 times as many
vehicle stops. Traffic & pedestrian stops would be used in a more targeted fashion to increase
investigations of suspicious persons and to focus on seizures of illegal weapons/drugs, an offender
targeted approach. The idea was to target resources towards individuals suspected to be involved in
illegal behavior (specific deterrence). IMAP in the north district also sought to maximize seizures of
illegal weapons/drugs through the more thorough investigation.
Policing Model/Strategy: Focused Patrol
Study Location(s) (Country, State, City): United States, Indiana, Indianapolis
Context: Residential. The Indianapolis Management Accountability Program (IMAP) indicated that
the 4 targeted beats were among the highest in the city for violent crime, drug distribution, and
property crime. The North Target Beats include neighborhoods which were predominantly AfricanAmerican, and low income. The North target area had homicide rate three times that of the entire
city; robbery and aggravated assault rates were almost twice that of the city. On property crime, the
north target beats' rate was slightly lower than that of the city overall. The East Target Beats were
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comprised primarily of white residents, with 14 percent African-American and a small but growing
Latino population. That beat also comprised primarily low-income households. The East target beat
had a particularly high robbery rate, and the rate of aggravated assault was nearly twice that of the
city. The rate of property crimes was higher in the east target than either the city or the north target
areas. The north and east areas were dense, thus, reducing their population-based rate of crime; yet
both of the target areas had very high rates of violent crime for the area size of the beats.
Area Size: Medium. The intervention covered 4 beats characterized among the highest in the city
for violent crime. The intervention areas ranged from 2 to 3 square miles.
Authors Findings: Benign displacement observed.
11. Press (1971)
Description of Intervention: The intervention consisted of a police initiative implemented by the
N.Y.C. Police Dept. in the 20th Precinct of Manhattan's "Upper West Side" area. It was aimed at
increasing manpower by 100 men in the target area. In addition to maintaining the police manpower
at a level of about 298 patrolmen, the target zone was provided with additional patrol cars, and other
police equipment.
Policing Model/Strategy: Police Saturation
Study Location(s) (Country, State, City): United States, New York, New York City, 20th Precinct
in Manhattan.
Context: Residential. The area identified in this particular study is West of Central Park, between
66th & 88th Streets; this area is considered to be a residential portion of NYC.
The neighborhoods population is characterized by the diverse economic and cultural backgrounds of
the residents. It should also be noted the area of study contains about 3,000 businesses; all of which
have taken out operation licenses. Ten crimes were analyzed: robbery, felonious assault, burglary,
grand theft, grand larceny, other felonies, auto theft, total felonies, "552" misdemeanors, other
misdemeanors, and total misdemeanors.
Area Size: Large. The intervention area comprised about 80 City blocks, with 18 miles of streets
and had a resident population of 100,000.
Author’s Findings: Effective. Benign displacement observed.
12. Ratcliffe et al (2010)
Description of Intervention: The intervention entailed the use of over 200 foot patrol officers
deployed at 60 violent crime hotspots throughout the city of Philadelphia in 2009. The intervention
was evaluated over a 3 month (12 week) period. Foot patrols were deployed 90 hours per week
during the project period.
Policing Model/Strategy: Police Foot Patrol; Hotspots Policing
Study Location(s) (Country, State, City): United States, Pennsylvania, Philadelphia
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Context: The intervention took place in a large, urban, metropolitan city ranked as the most
dangerous city in the U.S with over 302 homicides in 2009. Since the year 2000 the city has
experienced over 100 shootings per month.
Area Size: Medium. The target area included 60 hotspots comprising a total of 15.42 street
intersections (SD 5.2) and 1.3 miles of streets (SD 0.4).
Author’s Findings: Benign displacement observed. Net reduction of 50 violent crimes (-85 in
target; +35 in buffer).
13. Segrave and Collins (2005)
Description of Intervention: The suburban crime prevention team (SCPT), a community policing
initiative, was introduced into the Canberra suburb of Narrabundah in late August 2002; this as part
of the Crime Prevention Portfolio's (CPP) suburban policing initiative. Initiative is one aspect of the
CPP's work towards addressing community focused crime prevention objectives. The SCPT was
developed to provide police with the capability to target suburbs with specific crime problems and
deploy dedicated police resources to those areas for extended periods of time. A team of two
uniformed officers were deployed in the target area, Narrabundah, for a six-month period (July 22,
2002 to January 6, 2003) and given the operating task as community policing officers exclusively
within the suburban boundary.
Officers were to identify and respond to the specific needs and concerns of the community and were
given a police van with the SCPT's title painted across it, a laptop computer, a mobile phone, and a
small budget to draw upon.
Policing Model/Strategy: Community-oriented Policing
Study Location(s) (Country, State, City): Australia, Australian Capital Territory, Canberra.
Context: Residential & Retail. The target area, Narrabundah, was chosen, in part, due to its
relatively high level of crime and it being a ―high-needs‖ community. Three surrounding suburbs
served as the buffer zone which included Red Hill, Griffith, and Kingston. Ainslie was used as the
control area. The target area was geographically divided by a major road; this further serving as a
social divide. The lower part of the target area was the older site of the suburb which was the
location of two primary schools, a local shopping centre, health services, and a number of other
business stakeholders. The upper part of the target area was closer geographically to the Griffith
shops, thus making it less likely for residents of this area to use the Narrabundah shops.
Area Size: Large. Suburb/community wide intervention. Specific size of area not given.
Authors Findings: No displacement observed.
14. Sherman and Rogan (1995)
Description of Intervention: The project was part of the Kansas City (Missouri) Police Departments
(KCPD) Weed & Seed strategy that was provided under a federal grant from the U.S. Bureau of
Justice Assistance (BJA) in 1991. The intervention was restricted to one target patrol beat, #144 in
the Central Patrol District, and consisted of three different strategies for increasing gun seizures:
door-to-door solicitation of anonymous tips, training police to interpret gun-carrying cues in bodylanguage, and field interrogations in gun crime hotspots. The intervention lasted 29 weeks, from
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July 7, 1992 to January 27, 1993 with officers on overtime working from 7:00 pm to 1:00am seven
days a week. There were a total of 6 periods of six-months each. In 2 of these periods the program
was in effect and in 4 of these periods the program was not in effect. The intervention focused extra
patrol attention on gun crime "hotspots" in the target beat; extra patrol provided in rotation by
officers from Central Patrol Division in a pair of two-officer cars, working on overtime, and
focusing on gun detection through proactive patrol; these officers were not required to answer calls
for service. Four officers at a time (volunteering from the entire patrol district) worked six hours of
overtime each night (7:00pm to 1:00am) for 176 nights, and only two officers worked on 24 other
nights, for a total of 200 nights, 4,512 office-hours, and 2,256 patrol car-hours of hot spot patrol.
Officers reported spending 3.27 (of the 12 car-hours per night) actually patrolling the target area, for
a total of 1,218 office-hours of potential gun-detection and visible patrol presence in the area.
Policing Model/Strategy: Hot Spots Policing
Study Location(s)(Country, State, City): United States, Missouri, Kansas City
Context: Residential. The target beat (Patrol Beat#144 in the Central Patrol District) had a homicide
rate 20 times higher than the national average with a 1991 homicide rate of 177 per 100,000
persons. The area was chosen by federal officials as it had the second highest number of drive-by
shootings of any patrol beat city wide in 1991. The crime counts for
1991 were as follows: 8 murders, 14 rapes, 72 armed-robberies, 222 aggravated assaults (142 with
firearms), and a total of 349 violent felonies, close to one per day. The inhabitants of the target beat
were almost entirely non-white, with very low property values for the predominantly single-family
detached homes. Two-thirds of the properties were owner occupied.
Area Size: Large. The intervention covered an 8 by 10 square block area.
Authors Findings: No displacement observed. Some diffusion observed.
15. Wagers (2007)
Description of Intervention: The intervention followed the broken windows model of policing as it
was implemented by the Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) in three reporting districts of the
South area of the city. The Safer City Project in Baldwin Village was deployed in June 2004 and
became primarily an initiative of the LAPD and City Attorney's Office with a focus on a proactive
order maintenance strategy. Sixteen volunteered and screened officers (2 supervisors and 14
officers) dealt with minor infractions of public order that they would have previously driven past in
their squad cars and ignored. Officers did not respond to calls for service. The operations centered
on assertively enforcing misdemeanor and quality of life offenses. This included regular foot
patrols, meetings with community residents, coordination of graffiti removal, initiation of requests
for Public Works to repair lighting, remove garbage, clean alleys, and repair City owned property,
as well as make frequent stops to an area problem public park.
Policing Model/Strategy: Broken windows policing
Study Location(s) (Country, State, City): United States, California, Los Angeles, Baldwin Village.
Context: Residential. Los Angeles is the second most populous city in the U.S., and has far fewer
officers per capita and square mile than other large cities; likewise, Baldwin Village is more densely
populated, on a per capita basis, than the city, which demographically equates to 8,335 persons per
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square mile. Baldwin Village, considered a disadvantaged neighborhood, is comprised mostly of
African-Americans (78.4%) and Hispanics (12.2%) and is located within the LAPD's S.W. Division.
Geographically, this area is included within 3 police reporting districts 361, 362, 363. The street
borders of Baldwin Village are Rodeo Road, Coliseum Street, Crenshaw Boulevard, San Tomas
Drive, and La Brea Avenue. It is made up mostly of closely clustered apartment buildings and is the
SW Division's most active and violent area. Most residents rent their apartments or houses, with a
vacancy rate almost double the rate for the city as a whole.
Area Size: Large. The intervention targeted within the S.W. Division of the LAPD covering an area
of 3.7 square miles.
Author’s Findings: No displacement observed.
16. Weisburd and Green (1995)
Description of Intervention: The intervention consisted of an innovative drug enforcement strategy
developed as part of the Drug Market Analysis (DMA) Program, which followed a stepwise
approach that sought to engage business owners and citizens in crime control efforts, to apply
pressure to reduce drug and drug-related activity through police crackdowns, and to initiate
maintenance program with the assistance of the patrol division of the department. The project
sought to develop new strategies for addressing street-level drug problems and to encourage
technological innovations in geographic analysis of crime. The narcotics unit consisted of 6 squads,
each comprising one sergeant and 5 detectives. The intervention narcotics unit consisted of 3 teams
of officers, each with 2 squads. The goals of the project were three fold: to increase accountability
for solving drug problems by ensuring assignment of drug hot spots to specific officers; the use of
different methods of intervention across hotspots adapted to the specific nature of the problem; and
a maintenance stage to ensure long-term benefits of intervention. The type of crackdown was
determined by the physical size of hotspots, the number of potential offenders and bystanders, and
the types of drugs/drug markets involved; crackdowns generally lasted only a few hours at a specific
location, but if problem persisted, the officers continued to return to the site over a period extending
a few days. For larger hot spots, foot posts were coordinated at the sites for periods as long as one
week after the crackdown.
Policing Model/Strategy: Police Crackdown
Study Location(s) (Country, State, City): United States, New Jersey, Jersey City
Context: Residential and retail. In 1987, Jersey City was ranked among the top ten cities for drug
arrests with cocaine being the prominent drug reported for sales at more than half of the project hot
spots. The hotspots made up only 4.4% of the street sections and intersections in Jersey City, yet
this area accounted for about 46% of narcotics sales arrests and emergency calls for narcotics in the
pre-intervention period. Crime and disorder problems were typically associated with identified
hotspots. Most physical areas are composed of fewer than four segments/intersections, while the hot
spot areas include a substantial proportion of the arrests and calls for service in the city, for
narcotics-related and other crimes.
Area Size: Medium. Intervention was applied to 28 treatment hotspots. An additional 28 were used
as a control, for a total of 56 drug hotspots. The area covered 192 segments and intersections in the
study location. The hot spots made up only 4.4 percent of the street sections and intersections.
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Authors Findings: No displacement observed. Diffusion Observed.
2. Studies included in the Proportional Analysis
1. Bellamy (1997)
Description of Intervention: Intervention consisted of the implementation of an intelligence-based
crime management model in the C.I.D. at Toller Lane; known as Toller Lane Crime Management
Model. Using a task-oriented approach, stressing teamwork & accountability, detectives and police
constables (PC's) deployed jointly to gather intelligence and target repeat offenders. Local
Intelligence Officer and Crime Pattern Analyst were involved in the daily evaluation of crime
patterns in efforts to re-direct power resources. Uniformed officers were seconded from reactive
patrol to work in the division's C.I.D. for 2 year periods. Additional manpower organized into 3
groups of 6 P.C.'s: Vice, Drugs, and Projects. Intelligence was used to allocate/place officers where
crimes are most likely to occur.
Policing Model/Strategy: Intelligence led
Study Location(s) (Country, State, City): England, West Yorkshire, Bradford (Toller Lane)
Context: Residential. Toller Lane was identified as area having significant/severe burglary
problems; Toller Lane had the 5th highest number of burglaries in West Yorkshire in 1994.
Area Size: Small. One street, Toller Lane.
Authors Findings: Suggestive of benign displacement; no clear analysis just anecdotal.
2. Cator (2006)
Description of Intervention: The intervention consisted of a multipronged problem-oriented
policing project that targeted crime and disorder problems stemming from an area school.
Responses included focused police patrol; various situational crime prevention measures such as
parts marking, CCTV, and target hardening; as well as a media campaign.
Policing Model/Strategy: Problem-oriented Policing; Situational Crime Prevention
Study Location(s) (Country, State, City): United Kingdom, Portsmouth, Hampshire
Context: Educational. The Mayfield School, the largest secondary school in Portsmouth, suffered
from chronic antisocial behavior and served as a magnet for criminal activity. The reputation of the
school was such that parents did not want their children to attend. Community surveys found that
fear of crime was high and most citizens viewed the school as the source of the problem.
Area Size: Small. One school campus.
Authors Findings: Benign displacement observed.
3. Clarke & Goldstein (2002)
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Description of Intervention A Problem-oriented policing intervention extending over a 2 year time
period directed at reducing theft of household appliances; ranges (cooking stoves), microwaves;
these, from newly constructed housing developments. The intervention later narrowed its focus to
thefts of plug-in appliances from houses under construction. The POP approach developed a plan
which had three components: improving crime prevention practices by building site supervisors,
establishing community watch schemes, and undertaking intensive patrols of construction sites.
Policing Model/Strategy: Problem-oriented Policing
Study Location(s) (Country, State, City): United States, North Carolina, Charlotte, Charlie One
District
Context: Residential. Construction site crimes were addressed in this project (non-suppressible
crimes) and were discussed in terms of theft from residential construction sites in Charlotte, NC.
The Charlie One service district is the geographically largest of 12 of the Charlotte-Mecklenburg
Police Dept. (CMPD) and covers most of the northern part of the county. This area experienced
rapid population growth throughout the 1990's with a resulting large increase in housing
development. Southern part of Charlie One includes Charlotte campus (Univ. of N.C.) and various
offices, malls, and light industrial development. To the north the district is largely rural, with a
scattering of separately incorporated small municipalities and lakeside developments. About 1/3 of
the residential construction occurring in the entire area served by the CMPD was in Charlie One;
mostly single-family homes in separate developments/subdivisions. Numerous subdivisions
scattered throughout a mostly rural district, which prevented adequate police patrol.
Area Size: Large. One Police District/precinct. Specific geographical size not given.
Authors Findings: No displacement observed.
4. Clarke & Goldstein (2003)
Description of Intervention: Problem-oriented policing project was the intervention evaluated in
this study and extended over a period of more than 2 years, which was designed to reduce thefts
from cars (larcenies from autos or LFAs) parked in the center-city. Evaluators decided to tighten
further the project's focus to only uptown LFA's occurring in parking lots where efforts would be
assisted with analysis of parking security. The intervention plan was intended to produce an
immediate impact on the problem as well as a sustained longer-term effect.
Policing Model/Strategy: Problem-oriented Policing
Study Location(s) (Country, State, City): United States, North Carolina, Charlotte
Context: Mixed use. Area mostly occupied by office buildings, hotels, and associated retail &
parking facilities. Area maintained 39 parking decks and 167 surface parking lots in the center city.
Area experienced high numbers of LFA's despite heavy levels of policing. In the northern corner of
the area of study is a well-established, affluent residential district, and in the eastern corner is a
second residential district, consisting of newly-built condominiums, on land which had been cleared
of low-income housing that had deteriorated in its quality. Uptown area can be characterized as one
where residences & street parking are largely absent, but where, in support of the businesses and
nightlife, there are many decks and lots. A trolley line, that had fallen into disuse, but is now being
restored, runs across the area in a North-East/South-West direction.
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Area Size: Large. The police operational area of David One covers about 170 city blocks, or about
one square miles, with a commuter population of 50,000 who travel into the city by car. Intervention
focused on 206 separate parking facilities with more than 20 parking spaces, 39 decks and 167
surface lots. Area had a total of 22,373 parking spaces within 206 separate parking facilities.
Authors Findings: No displacement; Diffusion observed
5. Cohen and Ludwig (2003)
Description of Intervention: The Pittsburgh policing initiative (1998) consisted of implementing
patrols focused on gun violence in two zones on some days of the week but not on others within
targeted neighborhoods. The intervention focused on a four-hour treatment window from 8:00pm to
12:00am with patrols in operation Wednesday through Saturday. The targeted area was provided
additional patrol teams to specified target zones; consisting of 4 officers and 1 sergeant (all in
uniform) traveling in 3 vehicles; usually 2 marked patrol cars and 1 un-marked car. The teams
worked in the zones during periods of 4-hour shifts (8:00pm to 12:00am) twice weekly for 14 weeks
covering the time period from July 19, 1998 to October 24, 1998.
Policing Model/Strategy: Focused Patrol
Study Location(s) (Country, State, City): United States, Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh
Context: Residential. The targeted areas were identified as one of the highest-crime neighborhoods
in the city. One zone was positioned on the North side of the river and another was located in the
Eastern end of the city between the rivers. One zone had a population of about 55,000 residents
while the other had 80,000. In around a third of the tracts in Zone 1, fewer than 5 percent of
residents were African American.
Area Size: Large. Targeted area covered nearly 20 square miles and included 35 census tracts and
15 neighborhoods.
Authors Findings: No displacement observed.
6. Curran et al (2005)
Description of Intervention: This project entailed a focused policing initiative that placed greater
emphasis on problem-solving approaches, improved partnerships, increased monitoring and
accountability, and better information sharing between agencies. This included: pre-trial liaison with
the police; fast-tracking of offenders through the courts; minimization of judicial delays with cases
dealt with by designated courts most suited to street crime offences; revocation of court bail for 12
to 16 year olds who re-offended on bail; drug users to be targeted via arrest referral schemes and
offered treatment within 24 hours of release from custody; referral of offenders in prison and
probation to drug programs; employment and training schemes and housing advice; and creation of
Youth Offending Teams (YOTs) who prioritized robbery cases alongside truancy sweeps and youth
diversionary schemes.
Policing Model/Strategy: Problem-oriented Policing; Focused Patrol
Study Location(s) (Country, State, City): United Kingdom, England, London
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Context: Multiple. Major metropolitan urban area; street crimes; public ways in London.
Area Size: Large. Fifteen city boroughs.
Authors Findings: Benign displacement observed; Diffusion also observed.
7. Forrester, D.H., Chatterton, M.R. & Pease, K. (1988)
Description of Intervention: The Kirkholt project was aimed at establishing robust links between
agencies and focused on preventing residential burglary. The intervention focused on the Rochdale
area where the Kirkholt housing estate was located. The estate was a persistent problem for police.
Policing Model/Strategy: Problem-Oriented Policing; Situational Crime Prevention
Study Location(s) (Country, State, City): England, Greater Manchester, Rochdale Area, Kirkholt
Estate.
Context: Residential. The targeted estate is situated 2 miles south of the Rochdale Town Center and
policed by Rochdale North Sub-division. The Kirkholt estate is a large local authority owned estate
of some 2,280 dwellings which is located within the county of Great Manchester. The area is bound
by 2 motorways: the M62 (on its southern side) and A627 (M) on its western side, the Rockdale ring
road to its north and the main Rochdale-Oldham road (A671) to its east.
Area Size: Large. The intervention targeted single parent family dwellings, due to their high rate of
victimization within 2,280 dwellings on the estate.
Authors Findings: Effective. No displacement observed; Diffusion Observed.
8. Green, Lorraine (1995)
Description of Intervention: The Oakland Police Department began a place-oriented drug control
program that relied on police coordination of multi-agency task forces to decrease the level of drugrelated problems and improve the habitation condition of the targeted sites. The Specialized MultiAgency Response Team--SMART--used municipal laws and drug nuisance abatement laws to
control drug and disorder problems. Traditional policing tactics were also used and included:
arresting drug-dealers and increasing police patrol presence at drug problem sites. The Landlord
Training Program was also created as part of SMART to encourage landlords to screen prospective
renters and educate them about the process of eviction for troublesome tenants.
Policing Model/Strategy: Hot spots policing
Study Location(s) (Country, State, City): United States, California, Oakland
Context: Residential. Majority of targeted in project period were residential properties (87 percent).
Police opened a case after making a preliminary visit to a place that had generated emergency calls,
a number of narcotics arrests, or special requests from community groups for police assistance. The
median value of targeted properties was $69,824 with five of the properties valued at over
$1,000,000. About half of the targeted sites experienced multiple problems: drug problems were
most frequent (n=275), followed by blight (n=133), squatters (n=56), abandoned cars (n=42), and
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prostitution (n=28). About 3/4 of the targeted locations were rented/leased. More than 80 percent of
the SMART targeted locations were situated on arterial roads.
Area Size: Large. The targeted hotspots averaged 330 cases per year. The study sample included
321 locations targeted by SMART during 1991.
Authors Findings: Displacement observed.
9. Hope (1994)
Description of Intervention: The intervention entailed a problem-oriented policing approach at
three problem locations. The first utilized high visibility police patrol at a problem drug house; a
neighborhood association group protest against drug dealing in front of the house; code enforcement
at the problem building leading to its sell and eviction of problem drug dealing tenant. The second
problem response consisted of high visibility police patrol at a drug house; code enforcement at
problem building leading to its closing/boarding up and cleanup of trash disorder in surrounding
area. The third problem was carried out by officers from the department's Mobile Reserve. The
officers were given rudimentary training in problem solving and, unlike some other problem-solving
initiatives, were not detached from their normal duties and were still expected to respond to calls for
service. The officers cleaned up area; performed zero tolerance arrests and foot patrol of
pedestrians; and collaborated with the mortgage company to foreclose on the property, condemn it
and board it up.
Policing Model/Strategy: Problem-oriented Policing
Study Location(s) (Country, State, City): United States, Missouri, St Louis
Context: Residential. The first problem address was located in a relatively stable, racially
integrated neighborhood, with over 65% of residential buildings owner occupied. Deterioration was
in mainly multi-family buildings in close proximity to owner occupied single- and two-family
residences. The multi-unit buildings were usually owned by non-residents. During this period, the
block with a known drug market ranked sixth in terms of calls for service out of the 225 blocks and
intersections within an area of approximately 0.3 square miles surrounding the block. The second
problem location was in a generally stable neighborhood with an almost exclusively AfricanAmerican population. The neighborhood had an active and influential community association.
While approximately 75% of the dwellings were single-family units, there were pockets of the
neighborhood consisting of multi-family units (typically, two-story four-unit apartment blocks in
private rental tenure). The block contained about six four-unit apartment buildings, and one—the
problem address—in particular had become a focus of disorder problems on the block. The block
generated 143 calls for service over the six months between June and November 1990. The problem
address was associated with 62% of all calls to the block. The third problem block was situated in a
relatively poor and predominantly African-American neighborhood. The block was amongst the top
10% of call locations within the surrounding area. This part of the city has experienced major
population decline over the past decade, and the block also had a number of vacant and insecure
buildings which also provided opportunities for people to congregate in order to sell, purchase and
use drugs.
Area Size: Small. One specific problem address known as source of a drug market.
Authors Findings: Displacement observed to other addresses on the block.
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10. Hopkins (2004)
Description of Intervention: The intervention, termed Operation Eagle, increased patrol of 8
officers in town center hotspots of four premises that were problematic. These locations were
targeted for focused patrol during peak problem times of Friday and Saturday nights. The operation
ran for 34 days and 18 days without. Another intervention, called Operation Hood, increased patrol
of 8 officers in and around 3 problem premises in an entertainment district. These locations were
patrolled during peak problem times of 9pm to 3am. In addition, a CCTV camera van was also
deployed in the area. This operation lasted 15 months.
Policing Model/Strategy: Hotspots Policing
Study Location(s) (Country, State, City): United Kingdom, Nottinghamshire
Context: Recreation/entertainment district. One intervention took place in the Mansfield town center
specifically at 4 problem premises. The second intervention took place in the Nottingham town
center with a growing nighttime economy or entertainment/recreation district with 3 primary
problem alcohol serving premises.
Area Size: Small. Four and three problem addresses within two town centers, respectively.
Authors Findings: No displacement observed.
11. Katz et al (2001)
Description of Intervention: A Neighborhood Response Team combined with Neighborhood
Service Unit, focused their resources on quality-of-life and crime issues in Chandler's
Redevelopment District (divided geographically into 4 zones). Both units focused on a single zone
for 45 days, later moving to another zone; units operated twice in each zone. The initiative,
Operation Restoration, combined elements of traditional law enforcement with third-party policing.
A police unit aggressively policed social disorder crimes, and addressed physical disorder
conditions. The Neighborhood Service Unit was staffed with 7 civilians: 4 inspectors, 2 graffiti
painters, & 1 supervisor and was responsible for enforcing city code violations. The Neighborhood
Response Team consisted of six sworn officers and one sergeant. One of the 4 zones in this
intervention also ran a narcotics initiative which involved enforcement and aimed to reduce the
use/sale of drugs in public places, specifically "driving open-air drug activity off the streets of
targeted areas.‖
Policing Model/Strategy: Broken Windows
Study Location(s) (Country, State, City): United States, Arizona, Chandler, 4 Redevelopment
Districts
Context: Chandler is located in the SE corner of the Phoenix metropolitan area; bordered by
Phoenix, Mesa, Tempe, Gilbert, and the Gila Indian Reservation. Crime in the redevelopment
district was substantially higher than elsewhere in Chandler. The Redevelopment District differs
substantially from the rest of the city in its socio-demographic characteristics: it contained a greater
proportion of Hispanics, was economically depressed, median price of a home in this district is 70%
of the price in the city, more likely to be headed by a female, and more likely to be rented.
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Area Size: Large. Located in the center of the city, the area of intervention is 4.75-square miles.
Each of the four zones ranged in size from 1 to 1.5 sq. miles.
Authors Findings: Mixed findings. Displacement and diffusion observed.
12. Lateef (1974)
Description of Intervention: Intervention consisted of the use of helicopter patrol to support routine
policing operations. Police Helicopters for Area Selective Enforcement (PHASE) was used in 8
geographic police precincts (out of 15) provided with routine helicopter patrol seven-days a week
for a total time of 16-hours per day. These were separated into 2 different patrol zones. The
remaining 7 precincts received helicopter patrol on a called-for-service basis only. Helicopter patrol
bureau activity during this surveillance time included: aerial surveillance, directing ground units to
large crowds, checking roof-tops for rocks and rock throwers, advising command officers on the
ground, and breaking up small crowds through the use of the public address system & searchlights.
During 6 month period, the total patrol flight hours amounted to 2,172 averaging 11.9 flown hours
per day.
Policing Model/Strategy: Helicopter Patrol
Study Location(s) (Country, State, City): United States, Ohio, Columbus
Context: Multiple. Flight Patrol Activities: dispatched runs, pick-up runs, felony arrests, other
arrests, auto-accident & other obstructions, back-up ground units, and building and area checks. The
8 police precincts provided with helicopter efforts divided these precincts into 2 separate patrol
zones from which it was established that the crimes most affected by helicopter patrol were
robberies, burglaries, and auto thefts.
Area Size: Large. Eight (8) police precincts out of 15 total police precincts in the city of Columbus.
Authors Findings: Displacement observed.
13. Morris (1996)
Description of Intervention: This study evaluated multiple interventions applied to a variety of
crime problems in several locations. In an effort to identify effective police practice, six problem
residential areas were examined in-depth (from 43 forces in England and Wales). Three of the most
promising approaches were police enforcement, civil enforcement, and community investment. The
interventions were tailored to the specific nature of the problems and used a variety of responses
such as focused police patrol, situational crime prevention alterations to problem areas, vigorous
street enforcement schemes, and cultivation of youth and community relations programs, among
others.
Policing Model/Strategy: Problem and Community-oriented Policing
Study Location(s) (Country, State, City): England and Wales, Multiple locations.
Context: Residential. Targeted estates achieved reputation for potential public disorder incidents.
Common themes amongst estates included in this study are: invariably high levels of socio124

economic deprivation stemming from unemployment, often accompanied by poor policecommunity relations.
Area Size: Small. Each project focused on housing estates some with area patrolled comprising .25
square mile.
Authors Findings: Diffusion observed.
14. Priest, T. B. & Brown Carter, D. (2002).
Description of Intervention: The intervention involved a saturation operation by the CharlotteMecklenburg Police Department (CMPD) which deployed approximately 30 officers, agents, and
deputies in the target area. The operation mostly occurred from 4:00pm to 11:00pm, with some
efforts targeting the area during evening rush hours. The intervention involved several agencies
including the CMPD, the Highway Interdiction & Traffic Safety (H.I.T.S.) unit, the Adam Service
Area Street Crimes unit, the Alcohol Law Enforcement Division of the N.C. Dept. of Alcohol &
Public Safety, and the Mecklenburg County Sheriff's Department. The number of official vehicles in
the area was approximately ten times the usual number.
Policing Model/Strategy: Police Crackdown
Study Location(s) (Country, State, City): United States, North Carolina, Charlotte, Remount RoadWest Boulevard Area.
Context: Residential & Retail. The intervention area was primarily residential with a few
businesses. Area of study is not very large geographically, is predominantly African American,
located about one mile S.W. of the central business district of the city. The area is bordered by
Interstate 77 to the east and Wilkinson Boulevard (U.S. 74, a four lane roadway) to the north. The
area is roughly triangular in shape, slightly more than one mile long on each side. Nearly all of all of
the small businesses in the area are near the intersection of West & Remount. Most residences in the
area are single-family dwellings, although 4 apartment complexes are also present; the majority of
apartments in 2 of these complexes have been boarded up. The saturation operation was carried out
mainly on a shopping-center parking lot on one corner of the intersection of West Boulevard and
Remount Road.
Area Size: Small. One (1) Intersection within a triangle shaped area, 1 mile each side.
Authors Findings: Displacement findings inconclusive.
15. Ratcliffe and Makkai (2004)
Description of Intervention: The intervention consisted of a burglary reduction strategy
implemented in the Australian Capital Territory, ACT, in 2001. The intervention period was 18
weeks, from February 26th to June 30th, 2001. Called Operation Anchorage, the project used an
intelligence-led policing operation force wide and included patrols and specialist investigations
along with a wide range of support, intelligence, and forensics personnel. The aim of the
intervention was a 20 percent reduction in burglary on the previous year with significant weight
placed on targeting: recidivist offenders, surveillance, patrolling of burglary hotspots, and thorough
and rapid investigations of offenses, all coordinated by an intelligence cell. Although not formally
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called a crackdown this operation had many hallmarks of conventional crackdowns, yet was for the
most part intelligence driven.
Policing Model/Strategy: Intelligence led policing
Study Location(s) (Country, State, City): Australia, Commonwealth of Australia, Australian Capital
Territory (ACT)
Context: Multiple. The Australian Capital Territory (ACT) adjoins the South Eastern Statistical
District (SESD) of New South Wales (NSW). The SESD constituted the control group. This area is
a statistical sub-division of NSW which completely encircles the targeted capital territory.
Area Size: Large. City Center; Specific size not given.
Authors Findings: Offense displacement not observed; Offense diffusion observed
16. Roman et al (2005)
Description of Intervention: The intervention was part of the U.S. Weed & Seed program funded
by the U.S. Dept. of Justice aimed at preventing, controlling, and reducing violent, drug, and gang
activity in high-crime areas. The Community Capacity Development Office (CCDO) is the
particular agency that administered Weed & Seed. Law enforcement agencies and prosecutors
worked together to weed out criminals from the target area followed by the implementation of
human services (seeding) efforts; this, to bring prevention, intervention, treatment, and
neighborhood revitalization to the area. Miami received Official Recognition status for the Liberty
City Weed and Seed site in October 1996 and federal funding began in 1997.
Policing Model/Strategy: Community Development (Weed & Seed)
Study Location(s) (Country, State, City): United States, Florida, Miami, Liberty City
Context: Residential. The targeted area was Liberty City, a neighborhood in Miami, Florida. Police
reported that, before Weed and Seed initiatives, gangs, street drug sales and prostitution were
rampant along the boundary line within Liberty City (17th Avenue), with dealers scurrying across
the boundary to the city side when Dade officers drove by, and over to the county side when City
officers drove by. Many residents rely on public assistance and there is also a lack of recreational
opportunities for youth. Furthermore, Miami-Dade County was undergoing change in their Weed &
Seed site as a large, high-crime public housing development in Liberty City was closing down as
part of the U.S. Dept. of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) HOPE VI initiative. This
initiative was designed to eradicate severely distressed public housing. The John Doe gang operated
in this area and was known for their use of assault rifles to commit homicides. The targeted
neighborhood was the largest public housing development in the state of Florida, which was built in
1954. The estates had one of the highest concentrations of children in the state with 34 percent of
residents under the age of 18. As Sectors were relocated, the housing was left vacant and boarded
up; Demolition, also by Sector, did not begin until December 2003.
Area Size: Large. A neighborhood comprised of 50 acres with a population of 3,500 residents.
Smaller parts of this neighborhood were two public housing estates: Scott Homes with 754 units in
2-story buildings and Carver Homes with 96 units.
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Authors Findings: No displacement observed. Diffusion observed.
17. Smith (2001)
Description of Intervention: In 1999, the Richmond Police Dept. (VA) designed and began
implementing a crackdown strategy called "Blitz to Bloom" which targeted seven high-crime areas
to receive a massive, 30 day police intervention. The project was carried out in the first of seven
neighborhood areas in April 1, 1999 and lasted the entire month. The initiative also included
increased efforts by other city agencies to address quality of life and urban decay problems in and
around the target areas. This was part of a city-wide effort to reduce crime by 30 percent by the year
2000. This quasi-weed & seed intervention targeted drug dealing and related crime in the targeted
geographic area so that the neighborhood and social intervention could maintain the reductions in
crime and disorder created by police efforts.
The area's normal complement of uniformed patrol officers was supplemented by the police
department's Street Enforcement Unit, the Motorcycle Strike Team, the Mounted Patrol, the Bicycle
Unit, the Narcotics Unit, and the Mobile Command Post. These officers engaged in a variety of proactive patrol activities that included: field interrogations, issuing summonses for traffic/minor
offenses, surveillance and arresting street-level drug dealers and buyers, and maintaining a highvisibility presence.
Policing Model/Strategy: Police Crackdown (quasi-weed & seed).
Study Location(s) (Country, State, City): United States, Virginia, Richmond
Context: Residential. The targeted area was located in the city's Highland Park neighborhood.
Efforts were concentrated on approximately a 50-block area situated in the S.E. corner of Highland
Park. Almost all of the target neighborhood's residents were African-American (96%), with a
median household income of about $22,700, and the median home values at slightly less than
$45,000. Parts of this target area were well-known for their homicides, high rates of other violent
crime, and open-air drug markets. Displacement evaluations were made possible by focusing on the
surrounding areas of the target neighborhood, which was bound by railroad tracks, interstate
highways, and major thoroughfares; hence Highland Park can be said to be cut off from adjacent
areas.
Area Size: Medium. Area consisting of 5-by-10 square blocks, or rather 50 square blocks.
Population of the area was 8,500.
Authors Findings: No displacement observed.
18. Tilley and Hopkins (1998)
Description of Intervention: The Small Business & Crime Initiative (SBCI) was a 3 year
demonstration project aiming to reduce crime against small businesses using a problem-oriented
policing framework in two areas in Leicester. The initiative received support and advice from the
Head of the Police Research Group, from its planning stage through the publication of evaluation
findings. The initiative began with a crime survey of businesses in the area in an effort to identify
and diagnose major crime problems experienced by businesses and devise effective ways of
reducing them without significant direct financial help to those businesses.
Policing Model/Strategy: Problem-oriented Policing
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Study Location(s) (Country, State, City): England, Leicestershire, Leicester
Context: Commercial. Belgrave, one of the targeted areas, lies to the north of the city centre, and
functions as a major shopping and cultural centre for those in the region with roots in the Indian
subcontinent. The local population is predominantly of Asian extraction and includes a significant
transient student population as well as long-term local residents. The second, West End area lies to
the south-west of the city centre. It is culturally and ethnically more mixed than Belgrave and has
been the beneficiary of City Challenge funding. The West End area also includes a significant
transient student population as well as long-term local residents.
Area Size: Large. The intervention targeted a total of 1,381 businesses in two areas (680 and 701,
respectively).
Authors Findings: Displacement observed.
19. Tita et al (2003)
Description of Intervention: The evaluated intervention was based on the Boston model of
collective accountability, one seeking to hold all members of a gang accountable for the acts of
individual members. Following a triggering event an intervention labeled Operation Ceasefire was
initiated. This occurred immediately after a gang member committed a violent act and law
enforcement had reasonable certainty about the perpetrator and his gang affiliation. The goal of the
intervention was to increase the cost of violent behavior to gang members while increasing benefits
of non-violent behavior. These efforts were guided by a combination of law enforcement responses
as well as prevention and social intervention programs. Due to the fact that violence was gangdriven, the working group designed a strategy and intervention that leveraged the collective
structure of the gang and included:
1) Increased LAPD patrols in the immediate geographic area of the triggering events, 2) deployment
of officers from specialized police units to the broader neighborhood,
3) additional patrols in public parks, 4) more stringent enforcement of housing codes for properties
used by gang members and of public housing eligibility rules prohibiting possession of
drugs/firearms/contraband, 5) more stringent enforcement of parole/probation conditions and
serving outstanding warrants, and 6) referral of gun law violations to federal prosecutors.
Policing Model/Strategy: Pulling Levers; Boston Model
Study Location(s) (Country, State, City): United States, California, Los Angeles, Hollenbeck Area,
Boyle Heights
Context: Multiple. The Boyle Heights area located East of downtown Los Angeles encompasses
several communities including: El Sereno and Lincoln Heights. The Boyle Heights area was where
most violent crimes and the most intense gang rivalries played out. Crime in this area was especially
violent, and involves disproportionate numbers of youths. Reported property crime rates in the area
are among the lowest in the city, but the area ranks at or near the top in rates of violent crimes;
including homicide. The Hollenbeck gangs operating in this area are among the oldest in the city
(L.A.), with some inter-generational gangs tracing their roots to before WWII. The majority of the
population was Latino (81%), primarily individuals of Mexican heritage. Unlike other areas of the
city, Hollenbeck has had a Latino majority for many years. These areas were somewhat isolated
from other parts of the city.
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Area Size: Large. Area comprised 5 police reporting districts encompassing a 15 square mile area
with a population of approximately 200,000.
Authors Findings: No spatial displacement observed.
20. Weisburd et al (2006)
Description of Intervention: The intervention targeted two sites with a substantial street-level
crime and disorder. Intensive police interventions implemented were implemented at each target site
but not implemented within the catchment areas which surrounded target zones. The first site,
Storms Avenue, targeted a street drug market with a nine officer narcotics task force as well as
increased routine police patrols in the area. The second area, Cornelison Avenue, targeted a streetlevel prostitution market where seven additional officers implemented a three pronged intervention
strategy which involved: 1) removing prostitutes from the area, 2) opportunity reduction measures,
and 3) collaboration with community groups to aid offenders.
Policing Model/Strategy: Police Crackdown
Study Location(s) (Country, State, City): United States, New Jersey, Jersey City, Storms Avenue
and Cornelison Avenue.
Context: Residential and retail. City was selected as a site because of its robust crime problems and
crime trends that followed national patterns. Jersey City is the 2nd largest city in N.J., and home to a
predominantly working-class population. Further, from 2000 census data, it was determined that 33
percent of residents are white, 28 percent black and 28 percent Hispanic. The area was described by
the authors as having the "feel of a densely populated urban neighborhood." The drug market site
was located about a quarter mile from prostitution target site, yet, both targets found to be within the
same police district. Half (of the 96 buildings) were 3-story structures with a business or agency on
the ground floor and apartment units on the upper floors. The majority of commercial
establishments were located on Bergen Avenue which borders the western edge of the target area.
The eastern side consisted of multi-family dwellings and a large number of vacant lots & abandoned
buildings. Two major drug markets in target area: One in Storms Ave. & the other on Reed Street.
Both were one-way streets and exhibited signs of physical decay (burned out buildings, graffiti,
broken glass, and drug paraphernalia. Only a small number of occupied residential houses remained
on Westervelt, Ivy, and Grand Streets. There was a substance abuse treatment center at the Northern
end of the target site near Fairmount Ave, and a few warehouses and small factories.

Area Size: Small. Intervention focused on a 1 to 2 block area in each site.
Authors Findings: Displacement not observed; Diffusion Observed

.3 Other Coded Studies
1. Chenery et al (1997)
Description of Intervention: Biting Back initiative was part of Home Office Police Research
Group's Police Operations Against Crime program and ran from Oct. 1994-March 1996 with the
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purpose of developing/setting-up strategy for preventing repeat burglary & motor vehicle crime in
the Huddersfield division of West Yorkshire Police. A matrix of responses to victims was set out to
implement measures such as: Cocoon Watch, Police Watch, Staffing the Project, and Partners
within the community.
Policing Model/Strategy: Community-oriented Policing
Study Location(s) (Country, State, City): England, West Yorkshire, Huddersfield.
Context: Approach to demonstrate that the prevention of repeats could become a standard was
applied to a large police operational unit; particularly, the largest territorial unit in the West
Yorkshire force area: Huddersfield. Huddersfield is a typical urban location (with the usual mix of
commercial/residential areas) including identified problems with large local authority housing areas.
Area borders 5 other police divisions, and shares common boundaries with South Yorkshire,
Derbyshire, and Great Manchester police forces. The operational strength of the division at time of
study was 325 police officers and 47 civilian support staff, all focusing upon burglary and vehicle
crime.
Area Size: Large. This was a jurisdiction wide initiative in the largest territorial unit in the West
Yorkshire police force covering 31,000 hectares with a population of 220,000.
Authors Findings: Effective. No displacement observed.
2. Eck and Spelman (1987)
Description of Intervention: The described intervention relied on a problem-oriented policing
framework resulting in the use of foot patrol, neighborhood watch, community cleanup as well as
focused police patrol and surveillance stakeouts targeting high activity offenders. In addition the
initiative used code enforcement and lengthened incapacitation terms through cooperation with the
judicial system and probation and parole.
Policing Model/Strategy: Problem-oriented policing
Study Location(s) (Country, State, City): United States, Virginia, Newport News
Context: The intervention took place in an apartment complex in Newport News with problems of
burglary. There were 400 one-story units located in a racially diverse community. Occupants were
mostly black, low income, female headed households, with a 20 percent vacancy rate. The parking
lots surrounded a shipyard in Newport News. There was also a four block area of public streets
which were bordered by a park entertainment area.
Area Size: Medium. Public housing estate comprised of 400 units in linear groups of 4 to 16
apartments in each. The intervention also targeted 27 problem parking lots.
Authors Findings: No spatial displacement observed.
3. Kane (2006)
Description of Intervention: The initiative used an index of violent crime arrest per officer as an
indicator of overall street crime enforcement and patrol vigor. Increases in raw arrest counts per
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officer indicated apprehension threat. This was also used to assess vigor across police territories
which included both raw arrest counts per precinct and arrests per officer per precinct. It was noted
that arrest per officer ratios estimated quantity of arrest activities; however, raw quantity of arrests
per officer did not measure the quality of arrest activities. The purpose of the study was to evaluate
whether the risk of apprehension across geographic territories has predicted variation in subsequent
crime rates of robbery and burglary.
Policing Model/Strategy: Aggressive Police Patrol and Arrest
Study Location(s) (Country, State, City): United States, New York, New York City
Context: Various. The intervention took place in a major urban metropolitan area in the northeast
of the United States. The evaluation examined arrest vigor across multiple police precincts in New
York City from 1989 to 1998.
Area Size: Large. Jurisdiction wide assessment.
Authors Findings: Displacement observed for robbery; Diffusion for aggravated assault.
4. Knutsson (1996)
Description of Intervention: The reported intervention occurred in the Spring of 1990 when the
police focused extra resources on the problems of drug sales and drug use in a city park,
Vasaparken. The operation bolstered its narcotics unit with seven additional officers and employed a
so called, stationary method tactic which entailed conducting covert observations in the park and
radioing information describing offenders to arrest patrols situated outside the park perimeter. The
project followed a problem-oriented policing approach and used both uniformed and mounted police
to regularly patrol the park. The crackdown began in mid-April and lasted for 6 weeks, after which
mounted police efforts continued but with less intensity. During each observation period, observers
conducted hourly foot patrols of the park and recorded the numbers and activities of person by
location. Independent of police actions, park authorities redesigned environmental features of the
park with the aims of making it less attractive to deal drugs.
Policing Model/Strategy: Problem-Oriented Policing
Study Location(s) (Country, State, City): Sweden, Stockholm, Vasaparken Park
Context: Residential. The intervention took place in Vasaparlen, a city park in the heart of
Stockholm that was specifically known for its drug use and trafficking. The park consisted of two
parts: a hilly area covered with trees and the site for a children's playground; and a flat, grasscovered section with a summertime cafe and permanent bench built into an alcove. A state
monopoly liquor store was located across from one of the park's bordering streets. The park is
situated in residential neighborhood area which is easily accessible by subway, bus, and car.
Area Size: Small. One city park.
Authors Findings: Benign displacement observed
5. Lawton et al (2005)
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Description of Intervention: This project entailed an intensive, highly visible police presence 24
hours a day for 7 days a week in 214 high violence and drug crime areas. The so called Operation
Safe Streets targeted mostly residential addresses but also street intersections where problems
occurred.
Policing Model/Strategy: Police crackdown
Study Location(s) (Country, State, City): United States, Pennsylvania, Philadelphia
Context: Various, but mostly residential. The intervention took place in Philadelphia, a major
metropolitan urban area located in the northeastern United States. The context of the initiative was
mostly problem addresses in residential areas, but also some problem street corners and public ways
in the city were also targeted.
Area Size: Large. The intervention targeted 214 locations, of these 34 were street intersections and
180 were single addresses. Each location was about 1/10 of a mile in size.
Authors Findings: Displacement observed; Diffusion also observed.
6. McCabe (2009)
Description of Intervention: Narcotics Initiative developed in mid-1990's by the N.Y.C. Police
Department to address drug conditions; particularly embarking on a new campaign to address the
use/sale of drugs in public places using a problem-solving approach. Narcotics Initiative conducted
by the NYPD began to target aggressively drug offenses with a unique organizational strategy
directed at "driving open-air drug activity off the streets of targeted areas, and then closing, and
where possible seizing, the inside drug trafficking locations.‖ Two applications of such narcotics
initiative were implemented by the NYPD in Queens County over a 6 year period.
Policing Model/Strategy: Police Crackdown
Study Location(s) (Country, State, City) United States, New York, New York City's Queens
County (6 Different Precincts: 103, 105, 113, 110, 114 and 115).
Context: Residential areas within Queen's County region of N.Y.C.
Area Size: Large. Six Precincts. Queens County as a whole is home to more than 2 million
residents.
Authors Findings: Effective. Displacement observed in one area but no displacement found in two
other areas.
7. Novak, K.J. Hartman, J.L., Holsinger, A.M. & Turner, M.G. (1999)
Description of Intervention: For one month, police enforced disorder crime in a small section of
the community during the period June 28 to July 21, 1992. The crackdowns involved "an abrupt
increase in police activity, especially proactive enforcement, which is intended to dramatically
increase the perceived and/or actual threat of apprehension for specific types of offenses in certain
places or situations, and so to produce a general deterrent effect (p. 177)." Six (6) undercover agents
made arrests and issued citations for open containers of alcoholic beverages during historically
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problem times in the target area. Agents were allocated in 3 undercover vehicles; dressed in battle
dress uniforms (or black raid gear) marked "POLICE." In addition, several police cars were
allocated to the corners of residential blocks to dissuade joyriding; thus police sat stationary in their
patrol cars at these intersections from 11:00pm to 3:00am. The intervention did not involve a media
campaign.
Policing Model/Strategy: Police Crackdown
Study Location(s) (Country, State, City): United States. Major mid-western industrial city. No
further information given.
Context: Residential. Intervention took place within one community (10 by 12 blocks) that is
considered to be smaller in size than a typical beat, yet much larger than a hotspot. Area where
intervention was implemented was demographically different from the city as a whole as the target
area included a higher percentage of African-Americans, a higher percentage of female heads of
household, and a lower median household income. The target area was found to have a higher
robbery rate in comparison to the control and both the target and control areas experienced higher
robbery/aggravated assault rates than the rest of the city.
Area Size: Medium. Intervention targeted at 10 by 12 block zone.
Authors Findings: No displacement observed.
8. Weidner (2001)
Description of Intervention: The evaluated intervention entailed high visibility police saturation by
the New York Police Department in street prostitution areas throughout New York City. These
patrols were augmented by the creation of the Midtown Court which was devoted specifically to
handling prostitution cases. The idea was that a specialized court would be better staffed and
informed to make more responsible referrals to needed social services for arrested prostitutes.
Policing Model/Strategy: Policing crackdown
Study Location(s) (Country, State, City): United States, New York, New York City, Manhattan
Context: Multiple. The intervention took place in New York City a major urban metropolitan area
in the United States. The city consists of an assortment of settings including, residential (mostly
high rise buildings and brownstones), retail shopping, corporate businesses, tourist attractions,
parks, and parking facilities. The intervention area covered twenty three precincts that make up
Manhattan and enveloped multiple neighborhood boroughs in New York City. The intervention
focused on three specific precincts within Manhattan which were mostly residential.
Area Size: Large. Three primary precincts but also covered all of Manhattan.
Authors Findings: Benign displacement observed. The displaced crime increase was 1/3 of the
decrease achieved by the intervention.
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Appendix E: Authors‘ Examination of Displacement and Diffusion
Informed by Prior
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Multiple

Large

No

2

Wagers2007

Broken
Windows

US

Residential

Large

No

3
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Centrally

Yes

What is the impact of the 1999 Weed and Seedrelated crackdown in Liberty City? Is there any
evidence that spatial displacement of violence and
drug activity occurred? Did the closing of a large
high-poverty public housing development influence
patterns of crime?

Brief Discussion or
Mention of
Displacement

No

To identify the unique contexts, mechanisms and
outcomes specific to the target community as the
key
factors informing the outcomes/subsequent
evaluation of initiative and to assess the SCPT's
performance in relation to crime reduction.

Centrally

No

Whether greater enforcement of existing laws
against carrying a concealed weapon could reduce
firearm violence with a quasi-experimental, target
beat/comparison beat design

x

Centrally

Yes

Measure the effects of Blitz to Bloom on crime and
calls for service in and around the targeted hot spot.

Spatial
displacement
observed.

x

Peripherally

Yes

Identify and diagnose major crime problems
experienced by businesses and devise effective
ways of reducing them without significant direct
financial help to those businesses.

RC

Spatial
displacement
Not observed

x

Peripherally

No

Evaluate how well the adaptation of the "Boston
Initiative” to Hollenbeck worked in curbing violence
and gang crime there.
Determining the effectiveness of this by considering
whether intervention helped to reduce violent crime,
gang crime and gun crime.

RC

Displacement
NOT observed

x

Brief Discussion of
Mention of
Displacement

No

To what extent did broken windows policing, as
represented by the more assertive enforcement of
minor offenses, affect
crime in the target community? Did broken
windows policing displace crime or increase citizen
complaints against police and incidents of police
use of force?





Weidner2001

Police
Crackdown

US

Various

Large

No

2

Arrest

Benign
displacement
observed



Weisburd&Green1995

Police
Crackdown

US

Residential &
Retail

Medium

Yes

4

CFS

x

WeisburdEtAl2006

Police
Crackdown

US

Residential &
Retail

Small

No

2

Primary
Obs

Displacement
not observed;
Diffusion
Observed
Displacement
not observed;
Diffusion
Observed

x
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Centrally

Yes

To see if prostitutes displaced to other areas
following NYPD crackdown.



Centrally

Yes



Centrally

Yes

To explore whether officer experiences during the
experiment to control crime would affect
experimental markets
differently than control markets.
Do focused crime prevention efforts at places
simply result in a movement of offenders to areas
nearby
targeted sites- or conversely, will a crime prevention
effort focusing on specific places lead to
improvements in areas nearby?

Appendix F: Use and Interpretation of Coefficients to be used in Analytical Findings
Coefficient

Use

Interpretation

Gross Effect (GE)

Determines increase or decrease in treatment area.

Positive number > 0) indicates decrease in crime;
Negative number < 0) indicates increase in crime.
Zero = 0) means there was no change.

Net Effect (NE)

Determines increase or decrease in treatment area in
relation to changes in control area.

Positive number > 0) indicates decrease in crime;
Negative number < 0) indicates increase in crime.
Zero = 0) means there was no change.

Weighted Displacement Quotient (WDQ)

Determines the extent of displacement or diffusion in
catchment areas in relation to changes in treatment
and control area.

Positive number > 0) indicates there was a diffusion
effect and any treatment effects were amplified; If
number is greater than positive one > + 1.00) then the
diffusion effect was greater than the treatment effect.
Negative number < 0) indicates there was
displacement. A negative number between zero and
negative one < 0 > -1.00) means that the displacement
was not greater than the treatment effects and the
intervention still achieved some benefit. A negative
number beyond negative one < -1.00) means the
treatment effect was eclipsed or erased by
displacement. Zero = 0) means there was no effect.

Success Measure

Determines the degree to which the decrease in the
treatment area outweighs that in the control area (i.e.
the degree to which the scheme was successful).

Negative number < 0) indicates successful schemes
where the decrease in the treatment area outweighed
that in the control area. Positive number > 0) indicates
schemes where the treatment was not effective.

Buffer Displacement Measure

Determines whether the interventions show possible
evidence of displacement or diffusion.

Positive number > 0) indicates a possible displacement
effect. Negative number <0) indicates a possible
diffusion of benefit.

Total Net Effect (TNE)

Determines the overall effect of the intervention in
relation to changes in the control area while adjusting
for displacement and/or diffusion effects.

Positive number > 0) indicates intervention was
effective overall; Negative number < 0) indicates that
it was not. Zero = 0) means there was no change. The
greater the number, either positive or negative, the
more or less effective the intervention, respectively.
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Appendix G: WDQ, GE, NE and TNE for studies in the meta-analysis
SourceID
Allatt1984
Allatt1984
Allatt1984
Allatt1984
FarrellEtAl1998
Wagers2007
Sherman&Rogan1995
Sherman&Rogan1995
Segrave&Collins2005
Segrave&Collins2005
Segrave&Collins2005
Segrave&Collins2005
Cummings2006

Grogger2002
Higgins&Coldren2000

Intervention
Type
Target
hardening
(police led)
Target
hardening
(police led)
Target
hardening
(police led)
Target
hardening
(police led)
Police
crackdown
Broken
windows
policing
Hotspots
policing
Hotspots
policing
Community
policing?
Community
policing?
Community
policing?
Community
policing?
Partnership /
Broken
windows /
Hotspots
policing
Civil
injunctions
Multi-agency
program
Directed
patrol
Foot patrol

DataType

Crime Type

Comparison

Area combination

RC

Domestic
burglary

pre-post

BA1 (buffer 1)

Domestic
burglary

pre-post

Domestic
burglary

pre-during

Domestic
burglary

pre-during

Residential
burglary
Number of part 1
crimes.

pre-post

No

pre-post

No

RC

Gun crime

pre-during

BA1 (buffer 1)

No

RC

Gun crime

pre-during

Ba2(buffer 2)

No

RC

Violent Crimes

pre-post

BA1 (buffer 1)

No

RC

Violent Crimes

pre-post

Ba2(buffer 2)

No

RC

Violent Crimes

pre-post

Ba3(buffer 3)

No

RC

Disorder
Offences
Residential
burglary

pre-post

BA1 (buffer 1)

No

pre-during

BA1 (buffer 1)

No

RC
RC
RC
RC
RC

RC

Ba2(buffer 2)
BA1 (buffer 1)
Ba2(buffer 2)

Control
Catchment?
No

Violent Crimes

pre-post

No

RC

pre-post

No

pre-post

No

pre-during

Yes

pre-post

All actions

Yes

All actions

Yes

POP

CFS

Braga 1999

POP

RC

Totals calls

pre-post

Grogger2002

Civil
injunctions
Civil remedy
program

RC

Violent Crimes

pre-post

Yes

CFS

Drug Crime

pre-post

Yes

MazerollePriceEtAl2000
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RC

-0.96011396

-32

0.96011396

104.1538462

-0.101851852

-0.96011396

-32

0.96011396

114.6923077

-0.02112232

-0.046027743

-19

0.046027743

4.096153846

-0.274590164

-0.046027743

-19

0.046027743

19.55769231

-0.787520525

-1.074876847

316.8

1.074876847

388.8685714

0.006587785

-0.014500663

399

0.014500663

82.19897749

0.097826087

-0.470561594

83

0.470561594

71.56521739

-1.345788043

-0.470561594

83

0.470561594

348.7391304

-0.045454545

-0.068181818

7.8

0.068181818

2.363636364

1.147727273

-0.068181818

7.8

0.068181818

-22.45454545

0.318181818

-0.068181818

7.8

0.068181818

-5.2

-0.373040752

-0.238244514

10.4

0.238244514

52.44827586

-0.0029916

-0.00549001

292

0.00549001

194.2034201

0.012414535

-0.014885909

2382

0.014885909

37.81202737

-0.028888889

-2.016666667

88

2.016666667

51.13888889

-1.386695906

-1.441520468

34

1.441520468

203.6315789

-0.649498328

-4.629032258

-322

4.629032258

436.3846154

-0.256551315

-0.137443518

-281

0.137443518

1558.78013

0.019005406

-0.314866543

5

0.314866543

199.1551687

-0.000894267

-0.005151639

2382

0.005151639

391.3536464

-0.134449512

-0.262329778

27

0.262329778

649.6832081

NE

TNE

No

Braga 1999

Esbensen1987

-0.004273504

GE

No

RC

RC

Treatment
Success

No

All narcotics
crimes
No of firearm
calls
Number of public
disorder
incidents
Totals calls

McGarrellEtAl2001

Catchment
Displacement

Braga&Bond2008

POP

CFD

Totals calls

pre-post

Yes

Weisburd&Green1995_JQ

POP

CFS

pre-post

Yes

Press1971

Increased
police
manpower

RC

Disorder - Public
morals
Robbery - inside

pre-post

No

Increased
police
manpower
Increased
police
manpower
Increased
police
manpower
Increased
police
manpower
Increased
police
manpower
Increased
police
manpower
Increased
police
manpower
Increased
police
manpower
Increased
police
manpower
Increased
police
manpower
Increased
police
manpower
Foot patrols

RC

Press1971
Press1971
Press1971
Press1971
Press1971
Press1971
Press1971
Press1971
Press1971
Press1971
Press1971
RatcliffeEtAl2010
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RC
RC
RC
RC
RC
RC
RC
RC
RC
RC
RC

Felonious
assaults - inside

pre-post

Grand larcenies inside

pre-post

Total felonies inside

pre-post

Robbery outside

pre-post

Felonious
assaults - outside

pre-post

Grand larcenies outside

pre-post

Grand larcenies
(auto theft) outside
Other larcenies outside

pre-post

Total larcenies outside

pre-post

Other
misdemeanors outside
Total
misdemeanors outside
Violent Crimes

pre-post

pre-post

pre-post
Pre-post

-0.031165481

-0.354799074

265

0.354799074

499.330635

-0.472649975

-0.295193312

60

0.295193312

426.6238689

0.150574728

-0.228031355

-249.76

0.228031355

41.37578059

-0.190573158

-0.135065331

-130.7

0.135065331

113.6999345

0.334480149

-0.291910456

-430.02

0.291910456

-57.25708783

-0.180162174

-0.067559579

3141.42

0.067559579

1275.43508

-0.033799528

-0.314850972

-167.46

0.314850972

157.5272689

-0.471244897

-0.161200219

-111.28

0.161200219

194.4136286

-0.764385505

-0.609505227

-661.78

0.609505227

2778.63905

-0.885372839

-0.482979917

-166.25

0.482979917

1241.260152

-0.200679871

-0.391368301

-68.65

0.391368301

168.6034783

-0.383558995

-0.376271412

1194.72

0.376271412

2925.81816

-0.079648493

-0.15704445

1384.95

0.15704445

723.6129309

0.040741675

-0.062734627

1556.92

0.062734627

70.57846241

0.107817048

-0.261767152

50

0.261767152

50.03378378

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

